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They Should Not Quit Land Nineteen New Veniremen Three Strenuous Days In Despite the Fact That They Litigation Against Steel Trust Head of Moving Picture ConObtained Out of Panel
Are Pledged to Pay
to Be Long Draw
Windy City End His
cern Wounded, His
Until Their Final Proof
Western
.
Names
Loans
of
Out
Is Approved
Trip
Forty
Foreign
Manager Killed

United States Steel Drops to
Par, the Lowest Since
1909
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Alamo Democrat Publishing His Testimony Is Essential
Indict Brothers Under
Company Withdraws From
Federal Law.
Existence.

hydro-graphi-

hydro-graphi-

PITTSBURG

c

work.

Voluntary Dissolution.
certificate of consent of voluntary
dissolution was filed in the territorial
secretary's office today by the Alamo- Democrat Publishing Company at
Otero county. This
published the Otero County Ad
vertiser, which was Democratic and
now is Republican. The president of
the company is A. J. Buck and the
secretary and treasurer, George A.
A

com-'pan-

For the Treasury.
Rufus
J.
Territorial Treasurer
Palen has received the following
sums for the treasury: Edward L.
Safford, clerk of the first district,
and Fish Warden
$2,438.39; Game
Thomas P. Gable, $176.
Land Entries.
The following were the land entries
at the local office yesterday: Thomas
H. Irvin, Aztec; James P. Dunlavy,
Mountainair; Natividad Salas, Abo;
Bacon S. Trice, Mountainair; Charles
N. Hare, Bloomfield; Juan M. Romero,
Variadero; Charles E. Kilgrove, Farm-ingtoJames T. Wood, Aztec; Jose
M. Santillanes, Wagon Mound; Char-lotSena de Ensinos, Galisteo.
a

Land Matters.
The department of the interior has
sent out the following notice of inter-

CLOSE

SHAVE

bleachers.

"I love baseball," exclaimed the president, "bat I also love fair deal."
The president's remarks about col- lege yells was called forth by the
greetings he received from the Minnesota students under the leadership
of "cheer leaders, who jumped in
front of Taft and went through various sorts of gyrations.
Addresses University Women,
The president sopke generally of
the responsibility 01 university men
a Thousand Mussulmen
and women.
Were Killed.
"University men go out into the
world without any money, as a rule,"
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) said Taft, "and those who have not
Malta, Oct. 27. Uncensored infor- money usually serve the public best.
mation from Tripoli is to the effect If there is anything that is a burden;
that something in the nature of a if there is anything that is an obstapanic has seized the city It became cle; if there is anything mat it is dif0 ficult for a
known that a mussulman force of
young man to overcome, it
Turks and Arabs is threatening is an income that will enable him to
Tripoli. The force Is well armed and live without work.
provisioned.
"You don't applaud that enthusiasShooting Fifty a Day.
he adued with a smile. "You
But a premature attack by a party tically,"
would like to try " the other way. But
of Mussulmans on last Monday, the I am
giving you the beneht oi real exItalians would have been ambushed, perience. You look about, after you
completely surrounded, and few would have been out of college, twenty-fiv- e
have survived, so numerically superior years and pick out, if you can, a single
were the Turks and Arabs. In the man that has made a
real success and
subsequent revolt in the city, the Ita-- , had a great deal to live on when he
lians seuffered more than- 180 casual- left
college. If you find him, he is en
ties before they gained the ascend- titled to a
great deal more credit than
ency.
you are if you ave had to hustle in
From forty to fifty Arabs are shot order to get enough to eat, for he has
daily in the town.
d to overcome more obstacles and
Bloody right.
more difficulties than you."
Tripoli, Oct 27. A report from an
The president: said he wanted to
Italian source, recounting the battle stop here, for it he proceeded
he
of yesterday, places the Turkish and would have to criticise some phases
Arab losses at more than 1,000 killed of college life. There were countless
and a large number wounded and the cries of 'Go on, go on," so Taft went
Italian loss at 100 dead and wounded. on.
.
Turks Smash Italian Center.
"I suppose it is necessary," he said,
Tripoli, Oct. 27. The attack was "to keep up these barbaric yells that
made before day break and took the are supposed to be an expression of
Italians by surprise. The Arabian university life. I suppose it is necesand Turkish cavalry threw themselves sary too, that the leaders
go through
against the entire Italian line, which the contortions that we saw here in
e
was formed in a
behind order to invoke the real
college spirit,
the city, the ends extending to the sea but it was not
necessary thirty or forshore.
years ago. They got along with a
The Turks threw their whole ty
less sharp yell that the rest, and with
strength against the Italian center, a more graceful hurrah."
which they succeeded in smashing,
Taft suggested that American unibut the Italians rallied and drove back
versities might well devote a little
the enemy, inflicting heavy losses.
The Turkish horsemen and foot sol- more attention to a study of manners.
the northern races,
diers displayed remarkable bravery. The Anglo-Saxohe said, prided themselves on their
straightforwardness, on their telling
SAN FRANCISCO'S PEST
SPOT MUST BE PURGED. each other just what they thought;
whereas hey might learn a great deal
Or Else All Decent People Will
t from the poiiiei ess of the L,atin races the Pacific Coast Exposition
Heaven save me, exclaimed
the
In 1915.
president, "from a candid friend!"

Persons submitting commutation or
r
final
proof are warned
against discontinuing their residence Sixty Thousand Turks About
upon the homestead before the proof
to Ambush and Annihiis found satisfactory by the land department, as an adverse claim may
late Them
arise or sufficient of the statutory
remain
seven
not
of
years may
period
within which to make the showing re- FIFTY ARABS ARE SHOT DAILY
quired for new proof. Alienation of
the land will also defeat the right
to submit new proof and will forfeit In
Battle at Tripoli, Yesterday,
the entry if proof is finally rejected.'
five-yea-

Lucky

LANDS

Individuals in Rosebud
tery Are Greatly Disappointed.

Lot-

Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Gregory, S. D., Oct 27. Something

(Br

60,-00-

of a sensation in connection with the
Rosebud land lottery developed here
today when it was- disclosed that 41
sections of the Rosebud tract have
been claimed by the state for Indian
school land.
These sections, including the best
in the tract, will be selected by the
state before the settlers have chance
to file. As only about 30 sections
are classified by the appraisers as
agricultural land it appears that none
of the real choice claims will pass in
to the hands of settlers at this time
RODGERS KEPT AT
SANDER30N BY HIGH WIND.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican )
Sanderson, Texas, Oct. 27. A thirty; mile wind kept Aviator C P.
from resuming his flight today.
Rod-ger-
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ORATORICAL CONTEST
OF HIGH SCHOOL.

X
In the High School Auditorium
J
This Evening at 8:15.
X
O'clock.
X
X
Music "Anchored" By the
X
X Glee Club.
Otrntfon" "Since
X
Right Is
X Right" Claribel Fischer. X
Oration "To Be or Not to
X Be" Edna Lutz.
X
Oration "Is There Music In
X All Lives" Lola Michelson.

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Music Violin Solo "Gypsy
Dance" Henri Ernst.
(By Miss Ashton).
Oration "Man's Inhumanity
To Man" Hazel Sanford.

Oration" The

Forgotten

Man" Hazel Sparks.
"Survival of the
. Oration
Strongest" Isabel "Walker.
Music "Bridal Chorus" By
Glee Club.
Decision of the Judges and
the Presentation of Medals. Exercises to. begin at 8:15 p.
m. Admission to school pupils
10 cents. Admission to the public, 25 cents.

XXXXXXXXXX
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est to homesteaders:

TOJILL VOLUMES were

to Journey to Southern States Fol- The Government Is Disposed to Examiners Are to Take Evi Infuriated Man Rushed In and Other Stocks Fell in
Sympathy
lows Before Return to
dence AH Over the
or Are Fluctuating
Negotiate With RevolutionDischarged His Revolver
United StatesWashington.
Five Times.
ary Leaders.
Violently.

.

Eyus.

SOUTH DAKOTA GRABS
CHOICE FARM

LI IS PROCLAIMED PRESIDENT TESTIWOHY

y

hydro-graphi-

city again and was at the territorial
engineer's office today, on

GO TO

SEIZyUSIfliS

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (Bv Special Leased 'Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 27. NineMilwaukee, Wis., Oct. 27. With his
Peking Oct. 27 It was authori-tivelteen new veniremen were today se- departure from Milwaukee for Chiannounced here this evening
cured out of the second venire sum- cago, President Taft
practically that at the instigation o Yuan Shi
moned in the McNamara murder trial. brought to an end, the last leg of his.ai, negotiations between the imperEleven others were excused at a pre- swing around the circle as it was orig-- j jaiist forces and the revolutionaries
liminary hearing before Judge Walter inally planned at Washington and j,. tne Yang Tse Kiang region are
Bordwell and ten were not served
about to oiven. It was also officially
with summons because they were out start in on a strenuous three days stated that Yuan Shi Kal will proceed
of the country. Sheriff Hammel and program at Chicago, and on Tuesday to Sin Yang Chow tomorrow to take
bis deputies worked all night sum- he will wind up the original trip at up the supreme command of the immoning men whose names were drawn Pittsburg, the engagements that he perial army and navy at the front.
from the red jury wheel yesterday has made following that being quite
Proclaimed President.
noon. Frank Akes a rancher, came distinct from those of the present
General Li Yuen Heng. leader of
180 miles to respond to the summons 'journey
the rebel forces, has informed ths for
of the court, his home being
at
End of Western Trip.
eign consuls at Hankow taht he has
Elizabeth Lake, which is only about
Milwaukee Wis., Oct. 27 Speaking been proclaimed "President of the Re
100 miles from Los Angeles in
a
here
today to several thousand em public of China
straight line, but a. detour of. the ployers, President Taft said the law
The foreign ministers here have
mountains practically doubles this dis- must be enforced
with LI
communications
.exchanged
unions
labor
against
tance.
They objected
and corporations, against rich and on several occasions.
Senator Gore at Trial.
tn his announcement that vesse's caralike.
Senator Gore of Oklahoma, who Is poor
rying contraband would be subject to
Other
Two
Speeches.
on a tour of the coast, visited court
confiscation and also to his proposal
today to see Attorney Clarence S. In addition to his speeca on peace to administer the custom revenues at
Darrow, chief of counsel for the de- last night et Green Bay, Wisconsin, the port of the Yang Tse Kiang and
fense and old acquaintance.
the president made two important other cities when controlled by the
McManigal to Testify at Indianapolis. addresses during the day. One was on revolutionists.
Indianapolis, Jnd"! Getr 27. That the subject of the Panama canal at
The latter objection was based on
urtie e. MCManigai would be sup- the luncheon of the Young Men's Re- the fact that revenues are pledged
poenaed to appear before the federal publican club of Minneapolis and the as security for foreign loans and
grand jury in this district early in other was a lot of homely advice to should be turned over to the British
November to testify in its investiga- the students of the University of
inspector general of customs in China.
tion of the
McNamara dynaReports that the minister of war,
miting case, was reported today. McGeneral Yien Tchang, is dead, conDon't Like "Barbaric Yells."
Manigal, it was pointed out, could
the president suggest- tinue in circulation and are believed
be brought to this city from Las An- - To the latter
activities of college life by many Chinese.
ed
the
that
geles, examined and returned to Cali
eleRefuge at American Legation.
fornia before he should be needed might be better devoted to more
Peking, Oct. 27. Shen Hsuan Huai,
as a witness in the trial of James B. vating subjects than "barbaric yells,"
and he also declared that the young who was removed from the office of
McNamara.
of Posts, and communications
It was said that McManigal's state man who started in life without means Minister
the as a concession to the National asment would be essential in an investi- was far better equipped than
yesterday, had a narrow esgation of the charge that John J. Mc- rich man's son with an income suffi semblyfrom
assassination here today.
without
to
live
cient
cape
upon
working.
Namara and his brother engaged in a
the American legation
conspiracy to transport dynamite in The president also made a plea for He fled towas
later escorted by a
violation of a federal statue.
fairness in spot, whether it be upon whence he
the college gridiron or on the profes- squad of ten soldiers to Tien Tsin.
Chinese Consul Threatened.
sional baseball field. He deplored the
San Francisco Calif., Oct. 27 The
of baseball crowds in atempt- action
HAD
t1io iricirincr orDin of A Aia. posting of a revolutionary notice on
inn'in nut
F
. . .
.
...6
Chinese imDerial . e
'the: door of the
.
,
,
advantage Dy insuiung remarns ana
cat calls hurled from grandstands and

Captain Fred Fornoff of the New
Mexico Mounted Police has gone to
Albuquerque.
In Lincoln County.
Acasio Gallegos, assistant superintendent of public instruction, has
to
gone to Corona, Lincoln county,
visit schools.
Mr. Freeman Here.
c
W. B. Freeman, head of the
bureau in Denver, is in the
city again and was at the territorial
engineer's office today on
work.
Mr. Freeman Here.
W. B. Freeman, head of the hydro- graphic bureau in Denver, is in the
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Boy-cot-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) OKLAHOMA
ROBBER8 LOOT
Columbus, Ohio, Oct. 27. A move
AN ENTIRE TOWN.
ment was started at the Congress of
the World's Purity Federation today
the object of which is to influence peo (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Shawnee, Okla, Oct 27. Robbers
ple everywhere not to attend the Pa- attacked
the town of McComb, several
cific Coast Exposition at San Fran
Cisco In 1915, unless the "Barbary miles here today, cut telephone and
Coast," the tenderloin district of that telegraph wires, then blew open the
city, is purged. C. C. Wiard of safe in the town bank. They got them
off. Men are on the robbers trail.
X Springbore, Pa., initiated the plan.

"l' n

rZnZ

tndav. TTe
called on the leaders of the association
prevent similar insults in the
ture. It is said that the young revo-- j
lutionary responsible for the notice!
acted without permission of his supe
rior. Consul General Yung Yow, ac-cording to Mr. Tong. has been niacea
in a trying position during the trouble
but he is a Cantonese ana nas oniy
official relations with the Manchus
and as such is believed to be in sym- imiiiy wiiu me iucui uuiuuv, iuc nu
tice threatened death, unless the conculate left the city.
p&a

IMatinnal

AsBncinHrtn

(Bv-- Special Leased

Wire 10 New Mexican) (Bv Special Leaser! Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 27. W. M.
J., Oct. 27. Three
judges, and not one, as originally re Selig of Chicago, head of the Solig
ported, will sit in judgment on the j Motion Picture
Company, was wouded
suit brought by the government j
- j Francis Hoggs, Manager of the Pacific
Steel
corpoStates
United
the
against
ration, it was announced here today. Coast Department of the picture conThey are George Gray of Wilmington, cern, was killed, and a Jainese gard
Delaware; Joseph Buffington, of Pitts- ener is in jail charged with the crime,
burg, and Wm. M. Lanning, of Tren- which it is said was committed with
ton, the same tribunal which recently out provocation when- the Japanese
crowned with success the govern- suddenly ran ainuck.
The tragedy occurred at the studio
ment's fight against the
"powder trust." Service on defend- of the Selig Company at Edendale a
ants residing in New York will be suburb of Los Angeles. Selig who
made through the office of United hod arrived here on business from
States Marshal Henkel in that city, r Chicago, only yesterday had gone to
Edendale, early today to meet Boggs.
May Take Five Years.
The two men were holding a conThe United States District Attorney's office, here, was not optimistic ference in the office, when, according
of a speedy trial of the suit. In the to the police, the Japanese, who gave
case of the suit against the powder his name as Frank Minnomntsu, and
trust, it was pointed out, twelve vo- who had been employed at the studio
lumes represent the testimony and as a gardener for two yeas, suddenly
pleadings taken during an interval of entered.
He was armed with a revolver with
three years after the filing of the
suit. The case against the steel cor- which, without warning, he immediately opened fire. He fired five shots,
poration, considered even more
than the powder suit, will two taking effect in Bogg3 body, and
hardly be completed within less this two in Seligs, and the fifth went wild.
Selig was taken to a hospital this
time, they Lelieve. Even then, they
point, the final decision may be de- afternoon, but the surgeons atending
layed two years or more by appeal to him and his business associates denied that he was seriously injured.
the United States Supreme Court.
Must Answer December 4.
On December 4, under the rules of ATHLETICS FIRST BASEMAN
WILL MANAGE CLEVELAND,
the court, the defendants will answer
to subpoenas and. nothing more. Failure to do this involves a penalty of (By Special Leased Wire to Nw Mexican
Cleveland, Oct. 27. Hairy H. Da
$500 fine and contempt of the court
first baseman in the world's
vis,
which may be punished with imprichampion Athletics and lieutenant of
sonment.
Ccnnie Mack, their manager, today
After answering the subpoenas,
to manage
the
signed a contract
alwill
be
counsel for the defendant
Cleveland
team of the American
lowed until January 1 to file their
League in 1912.
answer to the government's petition
the
be
at
time
extended
but this
may
discretion of the court indefinitely.
The court docket is not crowded and
court will be. prepared for the
; ,.
., t

Trenton,

d

LADIES VIEW

,

Z

Th law nrnvirlea for the annoint- ment hi an examiner or examiners af-tthe filing of the answer to take
testimony.
Testimony probably will
be taken ail over the country.
Roosevelt Will Not Discuss Suit.

TEXAS POSSE IS
HUNTING FOR NEGRO.
If Caught

He Will

Be Lynched

for

Assaulting Farmer's Wife Near

Marshall.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Marshall, Texas, Oct. 27. Scores
of armed men late today went on a
hunt for Will Ollie, a negro accused of
assaulting a farmer's wife near here.
The woman was seriously injured. If
the negro is caught he probably will
be lynched.

i

New York, N. Y., Oct. 27 Theodore
R00Sevelt
flatly declined today to
make any comment on the Steel trust
snit. He ereeted interviewers smilingly bat to all their questions said
rtpatedly with his U8ual emphasis
"I have nothing to say."
"It might interest you to look up my
testimony before the Congress committee in August," Mr. Roosevelt suggested, as he waved the interviewers
farewell.
"To what I said then I have nothing
to add."
Dozen Trusts Within a Trust.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 27. Now
that the government's fight to dissolve
the United States Steel corporation
has been fairly started there will be
no slow movements in the battle.
When the bill was filed in the United States Court at Trenton yesterday,
asking for the dissolution of the corpo-

ration, and its subsidiaries, Attorney

General Wickersham also filed "a certificate of public importance."
This states that the case is of the
utmost importance to the government
and asks that it be heard by a bench
IN
of four justices. Ordinarily it would
be heard by only one.
Although the steel corporation will
have four months to make its answer
Three Ministers Have Re to the government's allegation that it
is a dozen trusts w.niin a trust, a "mesigned Because of Zapanace to the Nation" and "(practically
Victories
the most complete monopoly ever perfected in this country," there are posWILL ACCEPT sibilities of other aevelopments in the
DE
mean time.
Many Corporations 'Attacked.
j
bill charges that the Federal
The
Congress Demands Explanation Steel Company,
the Carnegie Company
for Failure to Suppress
of New Jersey ,the American Steel &
Wire Company of New Jersey, the NaRebels.
tional Tube Company, the National
Steel Company, American Tin Plate
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Mexico City, Oct. 27. Three min- Company, American Steel Hoop Comisters tendered their resignations at pany, American Sheet Steel Company,
an animated meeting of the .cabinet and others are inegal trusts in themlast night, It was learned today. They selves, and combinations to monopowere acting Minister of War, General lize trade. The government asks that
Gonzales Salas; Minister of the Inte- all these companies be dissolved and
rior Alberto Garcia Granados, and set back into the integral units of
Minister of rublic Instruction Francis- which they were formed, even before
the organization- of the United States
co Vasquez Gomez.
Their action was a direct outcome Steel corporation. In this respect the
of the attack made on the Ministers petition is complete.
The governments purpose is to show
of War and the Interior at Wednesday night's session of Congress when that the steel corporation is only a
an explanation of the government's giant trust to hold at leak a dozen
failure to suppress the Zapatistas was others.
Will Rush Case.
demanded.
Former Secretary of War, Jacob M.
It is believed that President de La
Dickinson, special counsel for the govBarra, will accept the resignations.
Salas Slated for Madero's Cabinet ernment, declared the case would be
Mexico City, Mexico, Oct. 27. The pushed throughout the courts with
resignation of General Salas was not the utmost speed." There will be no
unexpected in view of the hostile re- delay of any kind. "I have been workception given him in the Chamber of ing on these cases as special counsel
Deputies, where he was charged with for more than two months and bethe responsibility for the successes of lieve we have all the necessary data
the Zapatistas. Salas Is slated for the to proceed with the hearings. Any atministry of war in the Madeo cabinet. tempt of the defendant companies or

CABINET CRISIS
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BOXING

trt liatt'oinray.

(Dy Special Ja.rrH Wire to
Mexican)
New York, Oct.
27. Trading
in
United States Steel stock dominated
the market throughout the morning.
The list in general rose and fell in
sympathy with the stef-- issues, which
fluctuated
violently.
Selling orders
continued to pour in from all parts
of the country and from Europe, and
efforts to support the market, accomplished no more than to bring about
occasional rallies, which each
time
were followed by renewed
selling.
Heavy losses
the
through
list, including the standard railroad
stocks, as well as the industrial's.
Huge Blocks Change Hands.
Hugo blocks of United States Steel
were unloaded and the stock defied
all restraint, dropping until it touched 501-8- .
This figure was S3-points
under the final price of yesterday and
was the lowest made by the stock
since 190,1. In the general market
leading stocks ruled from 1 to 3
below last night. International Harvester fell 5 points. Bonds were
weak.
Liquidation Increases.
Liquidation of U. S. Steel increased
as the price made its way to "A Thousands of shares were pressed for a
sale and a block of 4,r00 shares was
sold when it reached 50.
This transaction was followed by
the purchase of 100 shares at 50
and then a block of 4,000 shares forced
it back to 30.
Fractional Recoveries.
This figure seemed to be the crucial
point at which the bull forces were
massed, for the price climbed steadily thereafter through all offerings to
51
With the turn of the tide in
United States Steel, the rest of the
market began to gather strength, but
the recoveries were only fractional,
and when United States Steel reach
ed to 50
the rise elsewhere halt
ed. Trading diminished greatly when
the recovery was in progress.
Speculative Bonds Sold.
Large amounts of the speculative
honds were sold. One block of $285,-00- 0
c,f AmericaTobacco. 4's brought
90
and another of $100,000 were
sold at 901-2- , compared with 913-8,- .
yesterday's close.
A Bad Slump.
New York, Oct. 27. Steel shares
slumped badly on the stock exchange
today as a result of the federal suit
to dissolve the "billion dollar" steel
combine.
There was an outpour of
steel stocks throughout the day and
the common sold down to 50, a new
low record point for several years.
The
was also weak, selling
down to 103, a loss of 5
from yesterday. Other stocks were weak in
N'f--

extc-ndo-

8
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fu-it-
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Woman's Progressive Political League Arranges
Prize Fights
AT LONGACRE

CLUB

TO-NIG-

The Choicest Reservations Have
Been Taken by Leading
Suffragists.
By Special Tjeased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Oct. 27. Women, many

of them leading suffragists, will occupy the choicest reservations at the
boxing bouts in the Longacre Athletic
club here tonight. The program was
arranged by the Woman's Progressive Political Leaguee, and is believed
to be the first affair of its kind ever
prepared by women. Every seat was
sold early in the week, all with the
attend
condition, that no woman

..

sympathy.
Bulls Rally Around

Steel.

Bear selling desisted when it became manifest that the bull forces
were arrayed in support of United
States Steel. This conviction led to
the gradual retirement of outstanding
short contracts, under which U. S.
Steel worked its way up to 52, with
recoveries elsewhere exceeding a
point for the active securities. The

close was heavy.
Market Not Much Disturbed.
Increasing confidence was shown by
the bull contingent, as the rally In
U. S. Steel failed to bring out any
fresh selling orders and they bought
liberally of the standard stocks. V.
S Steel touched 52
before there
was any perceptible check to the rally
and other stocks also were up from 1
to 2 points above the lowest. Some
PORTO RICAN HEIRESS
large selling orders were executed in
RUNS AWAY FROM SUITOR. U. S. Steel again in the final dealings,
but the general market tras not much
Nineteen Year Old Consuelo Pajardo disturbed.
Located in House in Harlem
WOMEN SUFFRAGISTS OPPOSE
By Her Father.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
UNIFORM DIVORCE LAW.
New York, Oct. 27. Nineteen year
old Consuelo Pajardo, a Porto Rican Want to Be Free to
Sheed Their Husheiress who disappeared on October
bands Whenever the Spirit
18 from the down-towhotel where
Moves Them.
she was stopping, with her father, was
found last night in a house in Har (By Special Leased Wire to New
Mexican)
lem. The girl confirmed her father's
New York, Oct. 27. "Until the enbelief that she ran away because of franchisement of women, we call upopposition to her wish to marry a on all women to oppose the Idea of
Santo Domingo of whom her father a uniform divorce law," reads a secdoes not approve. Her suitor Is to ar- tion of the platform adopted
by the
rive here tomorrow.
woman's suffrage party of New York

without an escort.
Sharkey and Ruhlin.
Tom Sharkey and Gus Ruhlin, one
time contenders for the heavy weight
crown, will meet in a short exhibition with Robert Fitzsimmons as ref
eree. The main bout will be between
Al. Palzer of New York
and Ray
Simon, a Boston heavyweight

8

n

THREE NAVAL CADETS
DISMISSED FROM SCHOOL.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Oct. 27. Presid-

at its third annual convention hem

The clause adds that such legislation
at this time is opposed because sueh
a law enacted now "would be made by
men, only, and would therefore neces
sarily discriminate against women."

ent Taft has approved the dismissal
from the navy service of Midshipman WESTERN CANADIAN COAL
H. B. Annis of Montana; Fletcher S
STRIKE IS SETTLED.
Bleakeley of New Jersey, and E. F.
Leahy of Wisconsin, all of the naval Martin Burrellf Minister of the Interior, Makes the Definite
academy, for breaches of discipline.
The case of S. Roberts of Illinois, a
Announcement
cadet, involved in the same trouble,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
has not been acted upon.
Winnipeg, Man., Oct 27. Martin
minister of agriculture, today
Burrell,
individuals
unnecessarily to prolong made the definite announcement that
the hearings will be fought vigorously the western coal strike was at an end.
by the government
He had received word from Robert
"I do not expect to confer with PresiRogers, minister of the interior. In
dent Taft nor any of the members of the following words: "Have succeedhis cabinet while here, but will re- - ed In reaching
complete settlement,
; turn to
Washington on Saturday night which was agreed to and signed by
or Sunday."
both parties."

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1911.
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The Little Store

ENTHUSIASTIC
RALLY

LUCKY OLD PEOPLE

Have Seen Wonderful Progress From
to Aeroplanes.

GROCER!

II

The Delicatessen Store

Alamogordo, X. II., Oct.
biggest and most enthusiastic politic
al rally which Alamogordo ever has
had was held here in the court house
last night, when Hon. Holm O. Bur-suRepublican candidate for governor and Judge Albert B. Fall, of
Three Rivers, were the principal
27.--T-

e.

L. Medler,

George

W.

c7

SLEEP

Take a Cascaret tonight and

?8UW
S

thor-

oughly cleanse your Liver, Stomach
and Bowels, and you will surely feel
great by morning. You men and wom
en who have headache, coated tongue,
can't sleep, are bilious, nervous and
upset, bothered with a sick, gassy,
disordered stomach, or have backache
and feel all worn out.
Are you keeping clean Inside with
Cascarets or merely forcing a passageway every few days with salts,
cathartic pills or oartor oil? This is

Al-i-

rivers,

YQU

Salts, Calomel and Cathartic Pills Are
Violent They Act on Bowels
as Pepper Acts in Nostrils,

speakers.
The visitors arrived on the limited
from El Paso at 3:15, and while a
number of the Alamogordo citizens
met the party at the depot, they were
principally personal friends of the incoming visitors, and no effort whatever was made at holding a demonstration or ovation. In the party of
candivisitors were H. O. Bursum,
date fnr tnvjmnr' Elfeen Baca, can- m&te for congrSS; Frank W. Clancy,
can(lidate for attorney general; E. L.
Medler candidate for district judge
Georee w Armj10
candidate for
t
corporation commissioner; Judge
j,ert g Fall.
An impromptu and informal
'quet at the Southwestern cafe at 6
o'clock was given to the visitors.
HEART'S DESIRE.
Those in attendance were H. O. Bur- There's a land with sunlight cn its Bum Elfego Baca, Frank W. Clancy,

!

WORK
WHILE

Slinging By Republican Campaign Orators H. O. Bursum
Was Well Received.

No Mud

What wonderful progress the old
people of today have lived to see. In
their young days the railroad was as
We Guarantee much of novelty as the aeroplane Is
Everything-Goonow, and nearly everything else has
progressed as much.
to Eat and
Everything
Another modern idea is that people
miV ha intii' unH viPTirllM at 7. Of
'
Under this Brand s yars if they wm te carefui to kep
Drink
up ineir sireugiu.
Mr.' Jno. N. Kelly, aged 75, who
be
to
as
the
Under
lives at Lake Charles, La., says he
was badly run down from overwork,
and took two or three bottles of Vinol
Solitaire Brand
Represented
by advice of his druggist. He is now
better than for the past ten years and
actually feels fifteen years younger.
There is certainly nothing like Vinol, our delicious cod liver and iron
preparation, to build up and keep up
all weakened, run down persons. It is
especially good for old people too, be- cause it is very pleasant to lane ana
agrees wun tne siomacn. mere is no
40.
No.
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe. Telephone
cod liver oil in Vinol. We guarantee
to give you perfect satisfaction. J.
iZ GIVE REGISTER TICKET8 WITH ALL CASH PURCHASE8.
C. Brady, Druggist, Fall River.
Tho
Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. M.

INTER

POLITICAL
AT ALAMOGORDO. CASGARETS

important.
Cascarets immediately cleanse and
regulate the stomach, remove the sour,
undigested and fermenting food and
foul gases, take the excess bile from
the liver and carry off the decomposed
waste matter and poison from the Intestines and bowels..
Remember, a Cascaret tonight will
straighten you out by morning. A lucent box from your druggist means a
clear head and cheerfulness for
months. Don't forget the children.

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday

j

i

LOUIS NAPOLEON

tire,

Her still, sweet voice is never weary,

Inger.
The
would
large
been

auditorium of the court house
not nearly accommodate
the
crowd. Manv extra seats had
put In and all the available
Musing amid green leaves she sits standing room was used. More than
alone,
one hundred ladies were in the audi- With eyes wherein eternity doth ence.
sleep;
Bursum's Earnestness.
And all the fairy visions men have' Hal H. Major presided as chairman
of the meeting and introduced Mr.
known,
All hopes they hold, all vigils tha. Bursum as the first
speaker. Mr.
men keep,
x Bursum spoke without notes
and hin
weaves
She
with magic fingers silent- speech was characterized throughout
by simplicity and earnestness. He at.
Conjuring joy from out the depths tempted no defense against the vil-- I
Sole Agent For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
oI Pain
lainous charges which are being made
All kinds cf f lovers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packaf
aller euo " great aes oi me against him through the opposition
ALFALFA SLID.
sea
press and from the campaign, nor did
bet to the shore again.
he make one single unfavorable com- The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe.
.
.
,
,
.. . upon any- of the onnnsitinn run.
a
r.A uci ii
u is greui, ami wiue, ment
uio wunu
dictates. He confined his remarks
jtui
ana iree;
principally to his knowledge and nn.
Her footsteps touch the meadows derstanding of the wonderful latent
into
resources of New Mevien anA thoii.
Phone Black AH love andname,
Phone Black
beauty, death and misery need of development.
He discussed
45
Are niniea in tne naming or ner the needs of the people, and upon ev45
name,
ery material DOint nledeed hia heat f.
Wind after wind may hunt her down forts to serve the interests of the
me wona,
whole state. He declared nn.i,i1
Sword upon sword may harry her ally that if elected he would
be the
and mar
governor of all the nonnia f v.,,.
un-: Mexico. reeardioRs nf
At last her crimson banners are
mtai i,u
furled,
or relieious creed. .
Beyond the last, dim star.
Judge Medler then made a short adCharles W. Kennedy in Ainslee's. dress and was followed
by Mr. Armijo, whose remarks were brief but
timely. The chairmiifci then introduced Judge Fall, who made a speech
AROUND THE STATE
which has been declared the best that
has ever been made.
Phone, 19 Black.

WHOLESALE

singing
Visions of heart's desire.

j
;

I

AND RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

j

LEO HERSCH

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL

" The
Quality Coal."

t333

Near Union Depot
HICKOX STREET,
RED
100.
PHONE,

j

rv

J

Many Criminal Cases at Roswell.
Territorial court at Roswell has upon its docket 59 criminal cases an
131 civil cases.

1

Ralph Ely's Car Burned.

The automobile of Ralph Ely at
Deming caught fire while in a paint-shoand the frame of the car was
destroyed by the flame, causing damage of $300.
p

FINE ASSORTMENT OF

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite, Garnets, and Other Stones.
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San Francisco Street.

NOW IS THE TIME

Aged German Miser Murdered.
Carl Radick, an aged German miser
had his head crushed In at his home
at Juarez by burglars. A cord around
his neck showed that he had been
strangled. The old man was worth

more than

To select your stones for mounting
for Holiday Presents. They are

$10,000.

Youthful

Burglars.

Three small boys, ranging rrom
always acceptable.
12 to 14 years of age, named Ed.
Moore, Charles Burns and Sam Mor
gan, were taken into custody at Raton for the second time in three
weeks and held to answer the charge
of burglary which they committed
last Sunday night in the Parham notion store at the Lyric, and which
would have been repeated last night
but for the success of Mr. Parham
and his assistants at their business!
These boys are the same culprits who
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
entered the Central Meat market and
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS the Antlers saloon a short time ago
HOUSE
THE
OF
OF
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS
and took both money and merchan
dise from those establishments. RaLEARNARD-LINDEMAISN
COMPANY
ton Range.

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

d
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
NOTICE SALE.
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
The undersigned will sell at public
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
auction, for cash, in the city and
and Arizona purchasers.
county of Santa Fe, on Monday the
30th day of October, 1911, at 10 o'clock
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.

are ordering in

car-loa-

Some Inside History.

Judge Fall gave his attention first
to controverting some statements

was due to the urging of Governor
Curry, just then appointed, and by
the further request of President
Roosevelt, and that his acceptance
had no bearing whatever upon the
trial of the Bursum case. Judge Fall
had nothing to say that reflected upon
the opposition candidates. His address, and Mr. Bursum's as well were
notable and conspicuous for their en
tire freedom from unfavorable comment upon the opposition ticket.

Phone

Herewith are some bargains offered
'
by the New Mexican PrintingCom-- :
pany: Code of CtTil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. aheep
bound, $1 ; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleading. 16; the two for flO. j
Adapted to New Mexico Code. Laws'
f New Mexico, i8S9. 19 M and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
fall leather s. Sheriff's FlexibH
Cover Pockt Dockets, single, fl.25:
New
two or more books, $1 each.
Surreme Court Reports,- Nes
t and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each. Com
yllatlon Corporation Lavs, 75 c. Com
nation Mining Laws, K0 c Money's
trigest of New Mexico P sports, nil)
sheen. t.S0: full Hat school blanks.
;

-

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

Phone Red

No. 23.

Phone, Red No. 2

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

J

FOR

Phono us, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
i
Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed an
yaur shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

I

t

We can furnish beautiful

NEW MEXICO STAR PENNANTS
in State Colors for 65c.
Appropriate

Novelties for Athletic Events, Conventions, Celebrations,

Etc., furnished reasonable
PHONE OR MAIL US YOUR ORDERS,

at short notice.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

WATER CO.

FE

THE

IAaApI
YVlWQQ

oal

Screened

CERR1LL08

Lump

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
rB.FvCuo?
Telephone

Telephone 85

85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
CAD CAIC

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rancies; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

rUI OAIX

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

PHONE REB 122

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

Restaurant

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

Pennants for Decorations

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.

a. m., at No. 253 San Francisco street,
Prom
of
said city, all the fixtures and per
1900
Established
&
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
LEARNARD
sonal
horses
TO TAOS
and
property,
BARRANCA
including
Albuqurque, New Mexico
L1NDEMANN CO.
La Salle
wagons, of the Sanitary Meat and Live Meets Both North
South
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
Stock Company, the proceeds thereof
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
being for the ueneflt of all creditors
Rounds Trains.
of said concern. All of those who are
Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
interested in the purchasing of fixnorth bouno train and arrives at Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
tures and tools for a meat market will the
Regular Meals 25 cents.
find this a rare opportunity for buying Taoa at '7 p. m.
Rooms tor Rent 25c and 60c.
Ten miles shorter than any other
a bargain.
at
rieea Buggies and saddle heroes.
For hire at popular
Short Orders at All Hours.
way. Good covereo hacks and good
FRANK J. "LA VAN,
THEODORE CORRICK, tap.
Trustee. teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
COIIICrS HACK I INE
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
furnished commercial men to take In
Phone Black 132.
If you want anything oa earth try th. .iimntniUHH mMii. Wlr STmhurin French Noodle Order 20c. a dish, 50c.
New York Chop Suey
Station.
Want ad in the New Mexica

'

Phone,
Bl'k,6fil9

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds
Soda,
Special Hi;h Ball Ginger

Use for Results

QUICK IN RESULTS

Phone 14

Why Import Mineral Water!

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

-

It

GORMLEY

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.

For sale bj all druggists.

If Its Hardware We Have

14.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
: WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
the City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Caof
All
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
Ale
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders atot
Decern
in my presence, this 6th day
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
ber A. D., If. so.
MINERAL
A. W. GLEASON,
SANTA
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Halls Catarrh Cure is taken intern
ally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials free.
WHOLESALE
F. J. CHENEY c CO., TOLEDO. O
AND RETAIL
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti'
RATON
pation.
YANKEE

over-zealou-

TONIC IN ACTION

r

s

j

Imperial Laundry

They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
start For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
BLADDER TROUBLE.RHEUM ATISM
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
annoyingURIN ARY IRREGULARITIES
they exercise a permanent benefit.

XI

'irillllillllil

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

made by Congressman Flood in his
speecn in Alamogordo last week. He
told the inside history of the work
of the Democratic
from
delegation
New Mexico before the House committee on territories last
He
spring.
quoted the official records in support
of every statement he made.
No Mud Slinging.
He then discussed the merits of the
charges which are being circulated
against Mr. Bursum, and in the mind
of every reasonable listener Mr. Bursum's vindication was complete. He
reviewed the case from the time the
charges were first filed by a misguidFor Best Laundry Work
s
ed and
employe of the
federal government until settled in
court. Judge Fall was the attorney
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
general at the time, and he introRETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
duced the original correspondence to
show that his acceptance of the post

READ for PROFIT

..si.!.Mrt!ill!llllilll

WHEN YOU REPAIR THE OLD HOUSE OR BUILD THE NEW
ONE, REMEMBER THAT GOOD PAINTS ARE ABSOLUTELY
NECESSARY TO KEEP THE HOUSE FROM ROTTING. PAINT IS
A PAYING INVESTMENT.
PAINT IS ALSO A LUXURY. YOU KNOW YOU WILL FEEL
BETTER IN A NEWLY PAINTED HOME. ASK YOUR WIFE IF
SHE DOESN'T WANT THE HOUSE PAINTED?

1

We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :

mm-

-

'

Armijo,

There is a realm with silver on the judge Edward R. Wright, Judge Al-sea;
bert B. Fall, Dr. J. R. Howell, Charles
In every scented, vagrant wind there p. Downs, John M. Bowman, W. D.
quivers
Tipton, Charles E. Thomas, Frank M.
The chanting of Love's elfin melody; Maxwell, J. E. Gregg, Juan T. Baldo-An- d
in the gardens where her hopes nado, Clovis Aguilar, J. A. Baird, D.
are springing
m. Sutherland Hal H. Major, J. J.
From every bud in tender, green at- - Hill, F. C. Rolland, George J. Wolf-- 1

-

X-

.

'

r

LIVERY STABLE

Pine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL

UP

Phone

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

Whei in Neel of Anything
in the LIVERY LINE.
Drivers

Furnisbei

Don Gaspar Ave.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1911.

ANSWERS

THIS SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

THE CALL.

Santa Fe People Have Found That
This is True.
A cold, a strain, a sudden wrench,
A little cause may hurt the kidneys.
Spells ot backache often follow.
Or some irregularity of the urine.
A splendid remedy for such attacks,
A medicine that has cured thou-

sands.
Is Doan's Kidney Pills, a true kidney remedy.
Many Santa Fe people rely on it.
Here Is Santa Fe proof.
Albino Ortega, College St, Santa
Fe, N. M., says: "For several years
I had trouble from my back and kidneys. It was hard for me to work,
owing to pains in my loins and any
sudden movement aggravated my
trouble. My rest was disturbed by a
too frequent desire to void the kidney secretions and the passages were
scanty and painful. Public statements given by local people, who had
used Doan's Kidney Pills with benefit,
induced me to try them. I found relief at once and after I had used the
contents of one box, my back was free
from pain. My kidneys are now normal and I feel better in every day."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbur-n
Co, Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
tf ke no other.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

(Pecos 'Forest.)

October 10, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Jose
L. Martinez, of Pecos, N. M., who on

Oct.

11, 1906,

made Homestead

07866,

SW
W
No. 10100, for SE
and Lots 3 and 4, Section 14,
SE
Township 15 N., Range 11 E., N. M.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above de1--

1-- 4
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NEW

CANDIDATES

ON THE
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CENT. OF INCREASE

,

5

:r

v
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W0SZS
Proprietor.

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

.

i

v

ur

BROTHERS
INSTITUTION IN

THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR
THE SOUTHWEST

LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC

IAL,

Courses

Academic and Preparatory
Boarding and Day

Students.

foSeparaterm Departments
Sends For Prospedtus

h

Studies Resumed
September 5th.

e

BROTHER EDWARD. PRES

New Mexico Military

Institute

two-tenth-

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point

9

1904-190- 9

Hotel Arrivals.

.;

1--

,

TJr-ta- n,

J:

FE BOTTLIftQ

.."t.'

COURSES-COMMERC-

1--4,

10265-0797-

biew

::

COLA,

DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN

1--

1-- 4

UflTA

COCO

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

1--

1-- 4
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Washington, Oct. 27. Statistics of
manufacture for the leading industries of New Mexico for the calendar
year 1909, collected at the thirteenth
decennial United States census are
given in a statement issued today by
Census Director Durand.
They are
taken from the first official advance
bulletin for the territory.
New Mexico with an area of 122.4C0
square miles, is the fourth largest
states and terriamong the forty-nin- e
tories embraced in continental United
States, being exceeded in size only
and Montana.
by Texas, California
Its population in 1910 was 327.301, as
compared with 193,310 in 1900 and
in 1890. It ranked
160,282
states and
among the forty-ninterritories as regards population both
in 1910 and in 1900. Manufacturing
in the territory, is still in its infancy.
The mining of coal, copper, gold and
silver are of considerable importance,
but the principal pursuits are stock
raising and agriculture. Fourteen
s
and
per cent of the entire
population of the territory resides in
incorporated cities and towns having
a population of 2.5C0 inhabitants or
over, as against 14 per cent in 1900.

1--

4
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filtecetf water

Railroad Shops Led With the
Lumber Industry a Close
Second.

118991-190-

Maetfef cat! mi Mritfcf

x ::
Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
K0QT BEBL KLONDIKE

Altfrtiksaadefrea

forty-fourt-

U tte thirsty as

ansa all vhj amx, luox soda, iion

$7,898,C00
BIG PER

Takehewe Rod 35 nd have
raers delivered.

SOFT DRINKS

The Products In Last Census
Year Were Valued at

1904-190-

4

TICKET

MANUFACTURES

Growth of Manufacturer.
scribed, before the Register or Re1909 the territory of New MexiIn
at
Office
TJ.
Land
S.
ceiver of the
co had 313 manufacturing establishSanta Fe, N. M., on the 18th day of ments
operating under the factory
Nov. 1911.
system which gave employment to
Claimant names as witnesses:
an average of 4,766 persons during
Seferino Lucero, James M. Lopez, the
year and paid out $2,974,000 in
Teodorio Ortiz, and Felix Ortiz, all of salaries and
wages. Of the persons
M.
N.
Pecos,
employed, 4,143 were wage earners.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
These establishments turned out proRegister. ducts to the value of $7,898,000
to
produce which materials costing
were consumed. The value
TIMETABLE ALL
added by manufacture was thus
TRAINS
LOCAL
,
$4,637,000 which figure best represents
the net wealth created by manufacThe following are the time tablet turing operations during the year.
f the local railroads:
of
The manufacturing industries
New Mexico as a whole showed a
X
Age 42 years.
"A. T. & 6. F. By."
considerable development during each S
SS
Born at Las Vegas.
X
five-yeand
of the
Leave
periods,
Educated in private schools X
X
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 west
During the period
S
the average number of wage X and in Jesuits College.
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
X Graduate of St. Maiy's College X
while
19.1
earners
12:10
Increased
Fe
Santa
cent,
per
Returning arrive it
the value of products increased 38.4 $ at St. Mary's, Kansas, and St
p. m.
$t Spaulding Business College at X
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, west- per cent and the value added by manX
X Kansas City.
ufacture 33.6 per cent.
bound.
X
Kansas
for
X.
City
Bookkeeper
in
St
The
industries
listed
6:
important
Returning arrive at Santa Fe.
X
the table below, in which they are ar- X wholesale fii n.
p. m.
Merchant at Las Vegas.
X
X
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and ranged in the order of the value of X
Appointed District Clerk in X
products call for brief consideration.
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
1897.
X
X
construcCars
and
general shop
Returning a?rv at Sanuk Fe 11:10
Mayor of Las
Vegas for X
tion and repairs by steam railroad X
m.
p.
X
This industry represents X three terms.
companies.
D, & ft. Q. Ity.
Appointed sheriff last year. X
the work done in the car shops oper- X
Delegate to National Conven- - X
ated by steam railroad companies X
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
at Philadelphia.
tion
X
X
in
is
of
and
minor
exclusive
repairs
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
round houses. In 1900 these shops X
Delegate to every territorial X
past X
gave employment to an average of X and county convention
New 'exlco Central Ry.
earners and reported pro- X twenty years.
X
Leave 5:45 p. m., coniects with No. 1,489 wage
On Governor's staff.
a X
X
ducts to the value of $2,251,000,
2 east and 1 south and west
Marriec
number of wage earners and X
X
greater
connections
m.
3.18
with
Arrive
p.
of products than re- XXXXSXXXSXXXXXXS
a
value
greater
from No. 3 east.
ported for any other manufacturing
It verily seems that from his earliest
industry in the territory.
Notice for Publication.
Lumber and timber products This
Secundino Romero has been in
youth,
Department of the Interior,
industry covers the operations of tim- training for the office of first secretN.
M.,
ber camps, sawmills and
U. S. Land Office at Santa Re,
planing
of state. His education and his
October 24, 1911.
mills. It gave employment to 1,475 ary
been peculiarly along
Notice is hereby given that Cres- wage earners in 1909, and the value training have
lines and his official record
business
on
N.
to
of
amounted
its
of
M.,
who,
$2,162,000.
products
cendo Roibal, Pecos,
every evidence of great execuPrinting and publishing The ma- gives
Sept. 4, 1906, made Homestead 9886,
ability. The following sketch of
2
SW 4 SC.
jority of the establishments in this in- tive
No. 07754. for WW
life is taken from the Las Vegas
SE
ana SW
SE
dustry are small newspaper and job his
and E
Optic:
13
and
the
offices,
16
although
printing
N, Range
Section 3, Township
Native of Meadow City.
E Meridian, has filed notice of inten- number of establishments in excess
of
that reported for any other indusBorn in Las Vegas. July 1, 1869, he
tion to make Final five year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above des- try, the number of wage earners and is truly a native of the Meadow City.
His early education was in the Jesuits
cribed, before Register or Receiver U. value of products are not correspond
S. Land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on ingly large. Employment was given College, in Las Vegas. Later he atto an average of but 283 wage earners tended a private school at Romero
the 5th day of December, 1911.
and the total value of products was ville. From there he went to St
Claimant names as witnesses:
$589,000.
College, at St. Mary's Kansas,
Plutarco Armtfo, Viriginio Qulntana,
Flour mill and grist mill product- s- aMary's
school which numbers among its
N.
of
M.,
all
Perfecto Armijo,
Rowe,
There were sixteen mills in this in- alumni men of national
prominence in
and Manuel Garcia, of Fulton, N. M.
dustry, and, as a rule were small and the business and
world topolitical
MANUEL R. OTERO,
located in. the rural districts. They
fat.
Mr.
from
day.
Mary's,
Graduating
Register. gave employment to an average of
Romero, still a young man, was sent
twenty-eigh- t
wage earners and re- to Spaulding's Business
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
College, at
ported $462,000 as the value of their Kansas
to be fitted for an
City,
Mo.,
of
the
Interior,
products.
Department
career. From this
Ot the specified industries, printing active business
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,.N. M.
October 10, 1911. and publishing show the greatest per last named institution he graduated
Notice is hereby given that Juan centage of increase from 1904 to 1909, with honors March 28, 1890.
Jose Martinez, of Pecos; N. M., who, both In value of products and In value Trained In Kansas City Wholesale
House.
on Nov. 10, 1906 made Homes '.ead No. added by manufacture.
The average number of persons en
and K 2 NW
07969, for W 2 NE
Immediately upon his graduation
Section 14, Township 15N, Range gaged in manufactures during 1909 from the Kansas City school, Mr. Ro
HE, N. M. Meridian has filed notice of was 4,766. Of these. 4,143 were wage mero assumed a position as assistant
earners, 446 were proprietors and of- bookkeeper with 8urham, Hanna.
Intention to make Final
to establish claim to land above ficials and 177 were clerks.
wholesale dry
Munger & company,
For all industries combined, 96.4 per good establishment ofjl Kansas
described, before Register or Receiver cent
City.
of the average number of wage
TJ. S. Land Office it Santa Fe, N. M..
earners
were
over
males
16
of
years
on the 18th day of Nov., 1911.
age, 2 per cent females over 16 years
Claimant names as witnesses: of
1.6
age, and
per cent persons of
Gonzales, Fernandez Gon both sexes
under the age of 16. The
ales, Jose M. Lujan, all ot Pecos,' N.
largest part of the total number of
Palace.
M. Jacinto Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M.
female wage earners is employed in
MANUEL R. OTERO,
S. B. Davis, Jr., ias Vegas..
the printing industry. Of the total
Dean D. Clark, El Paso.
Register.
number of employes in that industry
C. E. Statton, El Paso.
were females 16
about
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
M. BirWan, Chicago.
of age.
years
E. A. Johnston, City.
Department of the interior,
For the great majority of wage
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.' earners
R. P. Winchester, Albuquerque.
in
manufacturthe
employed
Oct, 14, 1911.
Charles Schield, St. Louis.
Industries of New Mexico the pre, Notice is hereby given that "Bonifa ing
C. Milton Lyons, Los Angeles.
a
are
of
labor
hours
vailing
sixty
cio Sandoval of Pecos, N. M., who, on week or ten hours a day, only 23.4 per
H. R. Jackson, Boston.
made Homestead cent of the total
Nov. 12, 1911,
William B. Douglas, Washington, D.
in
being
employed
for SE
Section 83, establishments
i
working less than ten
Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M. hours a day. and only 2.4 per cent beT. D. Getzendanner, Indana. ':
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
L. J. Prescott, Las Vegas.
in establishments work
employed
ing
to make final five year proof, to es- ing more than ten hours a day.
Coronade.
tablish claim to the land above deJ. H. Thoroughman, Velarde, v
or
Receiver
before
Register
scribed,
J. D. Archuleta, Black Rock.
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
; Relieves CATARRH of
Victor Slnzo, Mogote, Colorado.
1911.
on the 21st day of Nov.
Montezuma,
. Claimant names as witnesses:
E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
Fernandez Armijo, Dlonlclo SandoJ. J. Sheridan Albuquerque. '
val, Placido Armijo, and Maximo
. Leo Bernhardt, St Louis.
M.
all of Pecos, N.
O. O. Murphy, St Louis.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
H. Clark, Fort Worth, Tenuv
r
lnnimnil
Segiites M
v William" Petto, Fort Worts.
m(Uu,
Tf on rai try
2
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the Southwest"

of

b7 United States War DeInstitupartment as "Distinguished
tion." Arm officers detailed by War
Ranked

Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.

SECUNDINO ROMERO,
Candidate for Secretary of State.
After a year spent with this firm, he
returned to his home town of Las Vegas and accepted a position as bookkeeper with I. D. de Romero, a general merchant. In a short time he
bought an interest in the establish
ment, which is now a large corporation known as the Romero Mercantile
company. ,
In Business at Las Vegas.
In 1893, Mr. Romero sola out his interest in the Romero store and went
into business with his father, Don
Romero, under the name of Romero and Romero.
District Clerk and Sheriff.
He was thus engpged, when in 1897,
President William McKinley appointed him clerk of the Fourth judicial district, which position he has held conti
nuously over a period of twelve years
and until appointed sheriff of San Mi-- !
guel county last year.
A Loyal Republican. .
Ever since he was 21 years old, Mr.
Romero has taken an active part in
politics, both territorial and county,
being always aligned with the Grand
Old party. He has been a delegate
to every territorial or county convention since reaching his majority. He
was elected a delegate to the Depub-licanational convention in 1900,
which met at Philadelphia, and nominated for the presidency
a second
time, the martyred president, William
McKinley. Since 1890, Mr. Romero has
been chairman of the Republican county central cominutea of San Miguel
county. He has also been a member
of the Republican territorial central
committee since he became of age.
Aside from his great political victory
in November a year ago, one of his
greatest political achievements was
when he defeated the
Union
party in this county in the memorable
campaign of 1896.
Fearless and Able.
But Mr. Romero nas not alone gained fame in politics. In civil life his
record is Just as brillient.lt was Mr.
Romero, who took the leading part in
the breaking up of the notorious
"White Caps" who some years ago
terrorized San Miguel county and
northeastern New Mexico. This gang
had things at its mercy, until Mr.
Romero stepped in and at the risk
of his life, put an end to its depredations. This gang stopped at
nothing.
Murder, arson, train robbery, horse
and cattle stealing numbered among
n

d

its chief vocations. With Mr. Romero
the head of a determined
band of
citizens, who
were specially deputizea to act as officers for the protect.on of the lives
and property of persons in the community this gang was wiped out of
existence in a short time, its members
either hung or sent to prison and
peace was once again restored in this
section and matters have remained
tranquil since.
An Act of Courage.
Another display of Mr. Romero's
courage in the face of death was given on the night of October 30, 1905,
when he captured
Varela, an escaped convict who
was lying in wait just outside of
home, to assassinate him. As
Romero stepped out of his front door
oc that night, Varela jumped from his
hiding place, a Winchester in his
hands. Romero, never faltered, but
quickly stepping back into the doorfrom a
way, he snatched a
bed near the door and dashed outside
to meet the would-b- e
assassin. So
quick was the move executed, that Varela was taken by surprise, and before
he had time to recover, Romero had
the revolver pressed to his heart and
had disarmed Varela. He was escorted to the county jail and later returned to the penitentiary to serve out his
sentence. . This brief mention
wiU
serve to recall this sensational ep
sode to Las Vegans in general, and
is cited as one of the many evidences
to show that Mr. Romero possesses
the qualifications essential ior the active duties of the United States marshal ship.
Mayor o Las Vegas.
For three terms, extending up to the
present time, Mr. Romero has been
mayor of the town of Las Vegas. During the time ho has been at the head
of the municipal government of the
town of Las Vegas he has put the
town government on Its feet, that is,
has gotten it out of debt until today it
does not owe one cent.
Widely inowii.
Colmuns might be written about Secundino Romero, but for the present
this should suffice. In fact, Mr. Romero is so widely known, not
only
in San Miguel county, but all over New
Mexico, that what hr.s already been
said Is but to recall that which has
been told ana written since he
began
as a boy of twenty-onto take an
active part in official and civil life.

at

John Cooper, Alamosa, Colorado.
T. C. Rivera, Chamita.
E. S. Williams, Denver.
I. W. Knowlton, Denver.
F. S. Blackmore, Espanola.
P. W. Schneider, Espanola.
W. L. Brown, Espanola.
D. R. Durrett, St Louis.
A. A. Jones, Las Vegas.
R. E. Williams, Los Angeles
W. E. Carlton, Washington, D. C.
E. Giacobbi, San Francisco.
J. S. Malone, St. Louis.
A. M. Butler, Pueblo.
F. W Drake, Hodges.
Rafael Romero, Hodges'.
C. C. Hall, Central Point,
Oregon.
Albert Clancy, City.

g

Superintendent

High Shoe Time

i

T IS HIGH TIME to quit wearing Oxfords and Slippers and

and change to using high
shoes. This is the only sure way
to avoid catching cold. Our new
FILL

ID

WINTER STYLES

are now ready for your inspection, and our prices are so low
that the change will be an easy
one.

FOR MEN
Pat. Colt Shoes, $3.50 to $5.00

e

Vici Kid

3.50

6.00

Gun Metal

2.00

5.00

FOR WOMEN
Pat. Kid Shoes,

:

Gun Metal "

The following young people were present: The Misses Frances Anaya, Belle
Anaya, Tillie Cortez, Eloisa Delgado,
Lola Delgado, Pauline Garcia, Mamie
Bulger, Luisita Sena, Petrita Delga
do, Sofia Berardinelli, Juanita Sena,
Fannie Abreu, Lena Baca, Lolita
Vici
Chapman, Lena Lorenzo, Amelia Sena,
Pilar Delgado, Mary Romero, Annie
Gun
Berardinelli, Mrs. H. Wheeler, Mrs
Tomas Delgado, Mrs. John V. Conway.
Messrs. Daniel C. Ortiz, James Baca,
Fred Dlgneo, Ben J. Alarid, Hilario
Delgado, William W. West, George
Mlgnardot, Joe Berardinelli, Frank
Butt, Edward Knodt, Joe , Sanchez,
Jr., Adolfo Ortiz, Charles H. Gooch,
Jcmes Anton, Henry Krick, Jr., Miguel
Delgado, Pancraslo Sena, Jacobo Cortes, Constant Chapman, A. Damlano, II Price
J. Mediate, Tom Delgado, John V.

1.50

to $4.50
" 3.50

2.75

4.00

$2.50

:

:

Vici Kid

first-clas-

:

FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

u

to $2.75

If

Kid Shoes,

:

:

:

:

$1.00

:

:

:

:

1.15

"

2.75 II

:

:

:

:

2.00

"

3.00 N

;

at

me oanca re social viud leave a
dellghtfulvdancing party at the Fire
men's fc"rjaat Wednesday evening, at
r" couples tripled t?e l!jht
WJVM

Metal

Pat. Kid

Conway.-

-

-

f

in

1

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

o

single-hande-

'

address:

fantastic 'til the wee' sma'iours of
the morning, with Mr. andllrs. John
V. Conway as chaperones. A fine line
of refreshments was served and the
young folks had a merry time. The
music was furnished by Miss Piatt and
Professor Alvarez, and was

SANTA FE SOCIAL
CLUB GIVES DANCE.
Young Folks Have Delightful Tim
Firemen's Hall on Wednesday
Evening.

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
(n all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated

"
"

Wiidow
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P.STUBGES,
vice President.
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
r.

Eutersd as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postotflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, per week, by carrier
Dally, per aionth, by carrier...
Dally, per month, by mail......
Daily, per year, by mail

Daily, six month, by mail
25
Weekly, six months

.75
.65
7.00

$3.50
1.00
2.00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, per quarter

50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
It Is sent to
The New Mexican la the oldest new spaper in New Mexico.
every postoifice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amont the Intelligent, and progreosive people of the Southwest.

sible to put a provision in your con- Ktitution now that you could not
amend it for 25 years, you '.vould
one rebel against it even if you
were not satisfied with what you have
We are not satisfied; we have
got.
not a fair constitution, but we don't
ask anything but to be able to amend
The country is not
the constitution.
developed very much, but there are
sections of the country that are grow- ing by leaps and bounds, and people
are settling every day.
However,
let that be ever so hard, ever so un- fair so wrong, we are willing to fight
out the battle In the future if you will
pass the House resolution. - We be- lieve that it is only fair that this mat-- '
ter , shall not rest until we come in
automatically. - In that event we will
come-iunder the constitution and
be forever tied, which of course
amounts to a great deal. We do not
want to wait until we shall come in
under the provisions of the enabling
act at any regular session of Con- We hate to lose the time, but
gress.
time is not a drop in the bucket
as to come in under the constitution
we have got."

UNDER DEMOCRACY AND NOW.
Under the Democratic Bosses the
men who ran the Thornton adminis-everMONKY AND METALS.
tration and who are trying to get back
New York, Oct. 27. Copper 12.00
into power now there was a deficit
in the state of $127,000 and an empty (Til2.20; Lead 4.204.30; Call money
Silver
;
Prime paper
treasury.
And in the various counties of New 541-4- ;
Mexican dollars 46; AmalgamMexico the incompetency, waste and ated 51; Sugar 115; Atchison 1051-4- ;
New York
plunder was even more bitterly felt, Great Northern 1221-2- ;
Northern Pacific
Many of the counties were issuing Central 1031-2- ;
Southern Pacifscript to pay their running expenses,
Reading 137
Steel
Some of the counties were absolutely ic 108; Union Pacific 160
521-4- ;
Steel, pfd, 103
bankrupt.
In less than four years, not only
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 27. Lead unhad the Democratic bosses ruined the settled. 4.121-2- :
Spelter unsettled
credit of the territory but they also 6.121-21had bankrupted many of the counties
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS;
and theHimes were so hard and the
Chicago, 111., Oct. 27. Wheat Dec.
'
depreciation of property so sudden 981-4- ; May 103
631-and far reaching capital so difficult
Dec.
Corn
May 65
to secure and people generally' so
;"
Oats Dec. 47; May 49
hard up that the county treasurers
Pork Jan. 15.621-2- .
were up against it' for real money,
Lard Jan. 8.90.
S
But what are the conditions todaj
Ribs Jan. 8.05.
WOOL MARKET.
under a Republican government?
The reports from the various coun-thSt. Louis, Mo., Oct. 27. Wool dull;
show today that in territory and western mediums 17
ty treasurers
cash, the various county treasuries 20; fine mediums 1618; fine 1115.
This is the bal- hold $950,859.77.
Livestock
ance reported in aggregate on Oc- Chicago, 111., Oct. 27. Cattle retober 1, 1911.
ceipts estimated at 2,000. Market
This is what it means to you, Mr. slow and weak. Beeves 4.55 6.75;
Taxpayer, to have a Republican ad-a- Texas steers 4.005.80; western steers
ministration. It means prosperity.
4.157.00; stackers and feeders 2.90
On the other hand, you are con- - 5.75; cows and heifers 1.905.85; calfronted with the record of ruin, of u ves 5.008.75.
ficit, of empty treasuries, of plunder
Hogs receipts estimated at 17,000.
and political gain.
Market
strong to weak.Light 5.706.-40- ;
Do you want to continue to admixed 5.756.50; heavy 5.706.-45- ;
vance or do you want to go back to
rough 5.706.00; good to choice
the dark days of the Thornton ad4.005.90;
6.006.45; pigs
heavy
ministration with a deficit in less than
6.106.35.
of $127,339.91 and an empty bulk of sales
four
Sheep receipts estimated at 12,000.
treasury.
Market steady. Native 2.253.70; west

MARKETKEPORT

y
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reader,

please
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Think About It!
THE

Then Act!

MOULTON-ESP-

COMPANY

E

SANTA FE, N. M.

GENERAL AGENTS.

5arita Fe Planing
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Window Frames,
Door Frames,
pfy Run Flooring

e

j

above oration again, and then ramem- -

ber that this gentleman appeared
before the Congressional Committee
one' of the
four
representatives of the Democratic
gang and now has the audacity to ask
for your vote for attorney general

Mouldings,
S

Sash, Doors,

lasmgs,

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
W; solicit a liberal share of your patronage.

de-yo-

of New Mexico.

DEMOCRATIC
BOSSES GET ANOTHER BLOW.
Tn a recent, issue, the Roswell Rec- paper
ord, a staunch Democratic
tnrnprt fiprrelv urinn thp .TnnpR-Matinez methods of mud slinging vand
ern 7.403.80; yearlings ., 3.604.25;
the Democratic bosses campaign of ..HELP FROM LOS ANGELES.
lambs native 3.506.00; western
Ancome
from'
Tos
, More help has
abuse and villification and. openly
'
6.10.
i- of
owner
where
the
.A'b
the
geles,
charged them with driving away votes
Mo. Oct. 27. Cattle-Rece- ipts
Kansas
City,
holds
forth, and
GOVERNOR HOLM O. BURSUM, OF SOCORRO COUNTY.
and making friends for the Republi- - Querque Journal
800 south2,000, including
where the El Paso boss of the Dem
can candidates. '
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR MALAQUIAS MARTINEZ, TAOS COUNTY.
Native
to
weak.
.Market
erns.
steady
Jias 'tis mil
it was a severe arraignment of the'cracy, Felix Marti iw,estate.
southern steers $3.75
SECRETARY OF STATE SECUNDI NO ROMERO, SAN MIGUEL CO.
steers
$58.75;
reil
invested
a
in
It
ia
men and the methods they used in
5; cows and heifers-- $2.754.25;
AUDITOR W. G. SARGENT, RIO ARRIBA COUNTY.,
through their slate at the Demo- - Jawyer too, that rushes to the defense native cows and heifers $2.756.75;
ting
ot the lawyer's ticket, ten out 'of
SYLVESTRE M1RABAL, VALENCIA COUNTY.
TREASURER
cratic state convention.
stackers and feeders $3.755.75; bulls
ATTORNEY
GENERAL FRANK W. CLANCY, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
That the Democratic bosses are be--; sixteen candidates being nr claiming $3.254.40; calves $47.50; western
,
Jlnv-:sto
be
E.
V.
"has
of
their
"lawyers."
ANDREW B. ing openly defied by some
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
OF
SUPERINTENDENT
steers $4 7.60; western cows $2.75
leading newspapers however, is be--, come," says the Albuquerque Morning 4 75.
.
STROUP, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
r r
UNION coming more and more apparent as Journal, "to New Mexico to answer
Hoes
COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC LANDS ROBERT P. ERVIEN
Receipts 8,000. Market
the Democratic press is heard from. to an appeal from hundreds of his per- - steady. Bulk of sales $5.75 6.35;
COUNTY.
sonal
who
realized
a
The Hagerman Messenger, publish-friends
what
heavy $6.306.40; packers and butch-SUPREME COURT JUDGES FRANK W. PARKER, DONA ANA COUNed also in the Pecos valley at the town tower of strength he would be to their
lights $5.756.35;
TY; C. J. ROBERTS, COLFAX COUNTY; EDWARD R. WRIGHT, OTERO of Hagerman, near the big apple or-- cause." Towers of strength are few ers $6.156.35;
pigs $4.255.50.
COUNTY.
chard of the Hagerman estate, makes j for the Democracy in New Mexico and
Sheep
Receipts 2,000. Market;
GEORGE W. ARMIJO, SANTA FE no secret of how it feels about the they must
CORPORATION COMMISSIONERS
Import them 1200 miles from steady.
Muttons $2.753.75; lamb'
COUNTY; HUGH H. WILLIAMS, LUNA COUNTY; M. S. GROVES, EDDY
ridden
a city which is. notoriously
Democratic party.
gang
$4.255.85; range wethers and year
COUNTY.
This is what the Messenger says in
in which lives the principal lings $34.50; range ewes $2.253.75.
owner of the Jpurnal, said to be mem
CONGRESS GEORGE CURRY, LINCOLN COUNTY; ELFEGO BACA,
its last issue:
COTTON.
BERNALILLO COUNTY.
'The Mes(enger could see some ber of a firm, whose importation of
New York, Oct. 27. Spot ottoo
would
with
and
pleasure
EDMUND C. ABBOTT, SANTA FE, conspiracy
cheap foreign labor to take places of closed dull 10 points higher.' '' Mid
JUDGE OF FIRST DISTRICT
support a movement for a political Union men on railroad construction dling uplands 9.50; Middling-gul9.95
COUNTY.
cieaning-ufrom top to bottom, but work has brought it into conflict Sales 400 bales.
DISTRICT ATTORNEY FIRST DISTRICT ALEXANDER READ, RIO
we fail to see any virtue in singling with the federal authorities and drew
ARRIBA COUNTY.
out some individual on the ticket, it a fine of $60 000, according to the AlYOUTHFUL LOGIC.
and, FOR SPITE OR PREJUDICE
buquerque Herald. Certainly, no union
try to compass their defeat, especially man, no workingman, can consistently
s
when the INDIVIDUAL ATTACKED vote for such a ticket that needs the The teacher in the elementary,
looked hopefully about the
THE
IS A BETTER MAN THAN
bolstering of a Grant, of a Chaves, of room. "Now, children," sha said. , "I
STATE SENATE BENJAMIN F. PANKEY.
ONE FAVORED BY THE ATTEMPT a Martinez, of
importers of foreign ivish you to think very carefully
C.
CHARLES
CATRON.
AND
L.
BACA
R.
"COALITION."
ED
HOUSE
labor, from the City of Los Angeles.
you answer my next question."
LABADIE.
OF
HOUSE
TRANQUILINO
FLOATING MEMBER
"WE ARE SHOOTING AT THE
The small pupils sat eagerly await-n- g
DEMOCRATS VERY POOR DEMO'
and in
it, wide-eyeA SWAN SONG.
' ' ' "
CRATS, HOWEVER."
f .
r,:
The
Democratic
Roswell
And think of this coming from the
Morning
"Which would you rather have, three
the
News,
despite .
home of Hagerman the great Pecos
injection recently bags with two apples in each bag, or
It is over there, however, ot Democratic coin into its arteries, two bags with three apples in each
valley!
CHARLES CLOSSON.
SHERIFF
where they know Hagerman, know cannot shake its forebodings, that bag?" asked. the teacher. ;" '
CELSO LOPEZ.
TREASURER
"
what he stands for and what manner gloomy
feeling, and
CLERK MARCELINO A. ORTIZ.
"Three bags with two apples, in each
of a man he is. It is over in the land again declares
OF SCHOOLS JOHN V. CONWAY.
SUPERINTENDENT
bag," said a boy in one
where Hagerman methods and Hager-man- i "Many Republicans throughout the seats, while the class still debated as
PROBATE JUDGE CANUTO ALAR ID.
Jdealsl lare fully understood
RIVERA.
complex system of precinct, county, to the best answer.
ASSESSOR TELESFORO
where Hagerman comes into contact district and state conventions, feel
FIRST DISTRICT, GEORGE KINSELL;
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
Why, Paul?" asked the' leacher.
bound to support their aggregation
with the people.
Because there' d be one ' more bag
SECOND DISTRICT, JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO; THIRD DISTRICT, ESQUI-PULeditno
and there is a bare possibility that it lo bust," announced the practical
wonder that the decent
It is
JIRON.
ors in the Pecos valley, while opposing may be elected."
Youth's
COUNTY SURVEYOR BENJAMIN HILL.
foung mathematician.
the Republican party on. political lines,
It says in the same editorial:
man who splits an
"It is the hopet' of the News that
infinitive and because those editors profess the Dem
SHOCKING!
no
to aspire ocratic faith, are sore over the so- - there will not be another campaign in
has
speaks
Spanish
right
and
Foreknowledge.
The
Drawing
to the governorship.
The following called "coalition" which has been New Mexico like the present one.
A title lad was desperately 111, but
Room politicians a la Hagerman, (he
from the Democratic Silver City In forced on them by the Democratic Every man who has a true regard for refused to take the medicine the docof the Russian embassy experience)
bosses as represented by Martinez of the
name of the state to be, feels tor had left. At last his mother gave
have at last uncovered a fatal defect dependent is the final, the conclusive EI Paso and Jones. They know what that good
we
are
that
Holm
Oi
Bunsum
argument
placed in a false position him up. "Oh, my boy will die; my
All
their charges
in Holm O. Bursum.
should go back to the pick and shovel Hagerman is and in a spirit of fairness in the eyes of. the rest of the coun- boy will die," she sobbed.
have thus far fallen flat but now
they fail to see either decency in poli try."
But a voice spoke, from the bed,
"Immediately after his address, he tics
comes the most monstrous offense of
or party benefit to be derived from
This sounds like a swan song not "Don't cry, mother. Father'll be home
Holm O. Bursum's' speech is went to the Armory to talk to the the campaign that Hagerman is mak
all.
"
only of the Democratic party, but also soon and he'll make me take it."
he having a better
Holm. 0.
not always grammatical.
'
ing.
of our esteemed contemporary, the Woman's Home Companion.
command
the
of
DemoSpanish language."
Bursum speaks Spanish,
The
The methods adopted in this cam Democratic Roswell Morning News
cratic press in the lower Pecos valley It is true, Andrew Jackson, the pat- paign against Holm O. Bursum are
FROM EATING JUNK.
and at Silver City are making the ron saint of the Democratic party, now bearing 'fruit. They are making
:'
WHEAT DROPS BELOW
Aw! it is too shock- was uncouth in his language. Abra- votes for Bursum
most of
every minute of the
ham Lincoln when he told a joke in
THE DOLLAR MARK.
.
ing for anything.
.
day.
was The short but pointed comment from
campaigns
It is true, Holm O. Bursum's speech his Is that, of the "common"
geezer guilty- of many a lapse of the tongue the Hagerman Messenger tells more Price of Corn is Also Depressed by
Government's Attack on Steel
throughout the United States; it is and Judge William R. McGill, he of powerfully than anything else,' what
Trust.''
true, Holm O. Bursum had no oppor- the high brow, who aspires to be the the Democratic papers really think
tunity to "go to college and sit at the first attorney general of New Mexico- about the Democratic bosses and their
feet of professors of rhetoric and under statehood, even he does not con- chief ally, the Hon. Herbert J. Hager- (By Special Leased Wire27to New Mexican)
Wheat today
Chicago, 111., Oct
eloquence, but that does not palliate struct a grammatical sentence except man of South Springs.
smashed below the dollar- mark. Weakb' mistake as can be learned from his
his offense.
ness in the stock market was the
speeches embalmed in
Holm O Bursum, if the Democratic incomparable
CHARACTER ASSASSINS.
cause. The unsettling effect of the
th Printfd ecT before the House
tells
the
Record
truth,
Roswell Daily
"But for the well known liability government suit for the dissolution fit
an
Senate
O.
H.
Committees,
for
but
"I
yes Holm O. Bursum actually said
to split an infinitive when In of our public men to become the ob the United States Steel corporation
have went," and "I have seen."
of
aspersions, spread from Wall Street to the wheat
malignant
a Political
th
heat
is the jects
haps, he even split an infinitive and ""pardonable sin thatargument,
writes
Ford Rhodes, a Demo- pit here and quickly dragged down
James
forcannot
he
come
off
should
pronto,
head
poco
his
crat publicist in November Scrlbner's, values. Quite a
was
selling flurry
It is a capital crime and unfits him 8lvenin discussing
the second Cleveland witnessed. Other influences
""
aside from
totally for the governor's chair.
administration.
the situation in the stock market were
The New Mexican does not know W. R. M 'GILL'S MASTERPIECE,
It is well remembered by those who for time being almost wholly lost sight
And
McDonald
still the New Mexican cannot went through the Cleveland campaign of. The
whether W. C.
addresses)
to 2
opening was
The Dramatic Star I'm going to cut
his cowboys in hexameters or in iam. refrain from quoting the polished and how Grover Cleveland was maligned lower. December
started at 1.00
out the banquet scene in my play next
bics, but it is certain, W. C. McDonald scholarly Andrieus A. Jones, he who even in the house of his friend and to 1.00
a
of
to
and season.
uses only polite, lady-lik- e
language is chairman, national committeeman by his own party. He was represent then made loss
a
vertical
almost
to
His
Friend
drop
Why?
never
and
would
Demosenatorial
think,
of
candidate
the
on the range. He
ed as a drunken and immoral brute, 99
The
was
close
weak
De
with
I
The
from
Dramatic
suffered
Star
such
pro- cratic party, all in one.
He is quoted who had wronged a female school
oh. no indeed, of uttering
cember at 63
"4 a net loss
indigestion all this season.
tanity as Herbert J. Hagerman hurl- in printed Congressional proceedings teacher in New York, and
denied 2
ed at the late Frank W. Shearon when as saying: "Both the English and parentage of an illegitimate child and
The price of corn went the same
Well Trained.
the latter refused to affix the land Spanish language," as if the two lan--1 had been brutal to Mrs. Cleveland.
To stay out late
way as wheat and for the same reacommissioner's signature to those guages were one, just as he is one Says Mr. Rhodes:
He doesn't dare.
famous land leases that lost Hager- - man, holding down the three biggest "When intimation appeared in the son. Trade in the coarser cereal howFor fear his mate
was on a less extensive si.ale and
One need but study honors in the Democratic party, or
ever,
man his joo.
Will pull his hair.
press and in private conversation showed fewer evidences of
excitement.
the iorlorn gaze in McDonald's pic--- when he was so tautological as to say that Mr. Cleveland
corhad
a
made
December
to
ture as it looks mournfully from be- "Are peddled around among the
Luck.
rupt bargain with Morgan, the censure down at 63 opened
the heavy column rules of the ers," just as the Democratic
63
to
and
declined
"Remember, my boy," said the man
bounds of decency."
the
overstepped
e
to 63
press to be certain that, pies were recently peddled to the high-bThe close'Was fairly steady, who had just been reading his son a
Yet, as Mr. Rhodes says: " With no at 63
would never use a double superla- - est bidder. .But that is nothing to the
for December, net de- severe lecture, "that all men are crem
from
with
aid
little sup- cline of
Congress,'
ated equal."
tive, or say "ain't" or "don't" when he following from the same record,
from his own party, in the face
piobably one of the greatest literary port
means "is not" or "does not."
"Mebbe they are," the youngster re
Oats were not as weak relatively as
Reof
from
trenchant
criticism
the
Says the Roswell Daily Record, gems that the English language "hasother
was light plied, "but some of them have the
pressure
he
his
grain.Selling
publicans,
preserved
countrj
' bristling with indignation:
re-- :
got," one which slides from one perDecember started unchanged at 47 12 luck to be adopted by people who
financial disaster."
member that they were- young once
"The grotesque Republican stand- -- son to the other, and out of one case from
and
to
47
sagged
in Ros- into the other, with the same ease that
Certainly, the Albuquerque Mornthemselves."
pat aggregation that appeared
Provisions also tumbled. First sales
J.
and
Journal
Herbert
well Tuesday evening is a striking the Progressive League slid out of its ing
10c off, with
illustration of the maxim: There is principles to embrace Democratic free Hagerman too, have "overstepped the were unchanged to J.
' Natural History. '
in maligning January 15.70 for pork, 8.95 for lard
bounds of decency"
no limit to aspiring ignorance.' How trade and bossism:
"Why,
sir," said Mr. Dustln Stax,
"I just want to thank the committee Holm O. Bursum.
It is true, that and 8.12 12 for ribs.,
would 'I have went,' and 'I have
"do you call me an amphibian.? "
to
or
for
President
from
their
kindness
in
come
every
us
Washington
executive
message,
an
letting
saw' look in
"I refer to your method of capital
. before you this
and to Taft
morning, as we realize Lincoln, to McKinley
in the Congressional Record?
ization."
FRENCH AVIATOR PLUNGES
to
been
of
it
is
the
O.
a
has
that
attacks
little out of order in giving
subject
"It Is a comfort to know that H.
"But I have developed the resources
600 FEET TO DEATH.
,
of the land."
Bursum and George Curry are both 1us a chance to be heard before the bill envious slanderers, and it seems one
disposed of in the House. We think of the unjust burdens of men in off- By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlean)
about to begin the study of grammar
"Yes, but when you get tired of
that we have got a constitution we icial and public life to be subject to Rheims, France, Oct. 27. While try- the land you take to water."
.
'We will saw.'"
irresponsible ing out a
Isn't that enough to defeat Bursum can hardly live with; we can not mud slinging from
aeroplane today, the
it for 25 years; it Is impossible, spreaders of falsehoods, yet, New pilot, Jeanmilitary
Good Reason.
,
fell with the
and Curry? But there is etill another amend
DesParmet,
"When the Judge grante! ""net
count to this indictment. Mr. Bur I know that country, and it would be Mexico should have been spared the machine, from a height of 600 feet
That is ter-- fastened on ub for 25 years at least. repulsive spectacle in Its first cam- and was crushed, to death.
prayer for divorce And awarded" her
urn speaks Spanish.
man buuuiuuuu are paign, of a set of character assassins
(100,000 alimony I waa astounded."
rible.
Perhaps, he also speaks tier- - me iiruviui
"So was I until K learned that she
nil ovn Norwegian, the lan- uniair. You have got constitutions) attacking savagely the first candiRead
for
Col
state office, nominated by
the Ne Mexican Want
imaueu who dates
and
--nimof Ida Barents, v
aireaay nxeu mm
the, judge were . engagsd. Sx.
one of the great parties. " umn If you wan fesultfcx
more neea oe
r-
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Wells Fargo
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& Co.

Express

General Express Forwarders ,
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Parts cf The World

All
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Estimates cheerfully furnished.

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON
Phone Black

Specifications, Etc.

'
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Base,

Wainscotting,
Ceiling,
Custom Work,

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning:, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

s

n

THE TICKET.

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

2

the

peruse

How About That Fire Insurance?

41-23--

115-1--

n
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toCMTMMKe by Purchaainr Walls
MUIIVJ pvgo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
sVFSMlga Money Order
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tad afl Foreign

S., Caoada, Mexico

Countries
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REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
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j

1

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

anti-labo-

anti-unio-

A BIG SHIPMENT OF

f,

p

'n't
5

LEGISLATIVE TICKET

FURNITURE

NEW

math-tmatic-

d

just received a big

HAVE

WE

be-!o- re

of NEW FURNITURE

which is now unpacked and put upon
the floor for your inspection. With
this shipment and our already large
andi assorted stock, we can supply all
ordinary demands for good furniture.
There are new Dressers, Dining Tables,
Rockers, Dining Chairs, Hall Trees,
Writing Desks, Library Tables, all of
them up to the minute in style and
finish and priced at Eastern prices.

some-instance-

COUNTY TICKET

"what-ails-me-

)

A

e
installmemt
Our
system
makes it possible for everybody to buy at the
right price, without inconvenience to pocketbook

Blue-stockin- g

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.

Spanish-American-

,

.

it

Rubber Stamps
WHEN

YOU FIND YOURSELF. WRITING THE
THING FREQUENTLY. IN. THE COURSE OF
A RUBBER STAMP
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USINO RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

SAME

Per-Bursu-

PRICE LIST.

-

1--

1-- 4

8

.

2

vot-twee- n

princi-Democrat-

8

2

.

Xst want

saiai.

bj

wt

A

Inches loag
15c
Stamp, net over 2
"'Each additional line on stamp
10c
One-liand not over 3
inches long. . 20c
Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp.
15c
One-liand not over 5 laches long . . . . 25c
stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
One-li10c
Stamp, over 5 inches long per inch .... . .
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
'
on Stamp count as two lines).
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long
25c extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used Is
lf
over
Inch in size, we charge for one Hue for each
One-li- ne

1- -2

ne

1-

ne

-2

1-

1-

-2

-2

................
......

ne

one-ha-

""e-M- 'l

jnor 'racoon.
DATES,

v

-

ETC.

f

i:.

,

,

town and date, for
Inch
86c
inch. . .. ,fH .. 50c
Ledger PNtr month, day andyfar in
Regular Line Dater month, da mnii year,
inch.... 35c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
inch;... 25c
Defiance Model Band Dater..
i. .. 1.50
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp aiid Weed Cut;. .. 14M)
Pearl Check Protector......
..1.....1.50
Local

Dater-j-an-

y

..f..

1- -2

1-

-3

1- -4
1-

-8

...........

SELF-INKIN1

2
4

x4

1- -4

35

4,

x 9, 85 cts.

STAMP PADS.

G

(Sets;
cts;

3-- 4,

,

2x33-4,25ct- s;

3
All colors.

60

cts;

2
4

t- -4

x3

cts ;

25
75

2,
1--

x7

2,

cts;

Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS,
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PRINTING CO,
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UNITED STATES BANK

CAPITAL

&

TRUST CO.

Does a General Banking

B. LAUGHLIN,

President

MILLINERY

Business

it

?I

rtsiahlkhPii"lR5k

V

i2

Cashier,

H. F. STEPHENS,

O. A.

Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN.

' i

"I " "I

r

Incorporated 1903.

.

'

after-

t

Just Received
OF

FOR

j

t-

HI

'

INN

Larrazolo returned this

noon from a short trip to Santa Fe.
Las Vegas Optic.
Dr. Hugh Brown is able to be about
again after a brief Jllness and may be
found daily at his office.
Dr. T. C. Rivera Socialist candidate
for governor, is in town from
Rio Arriba county.
Stephen B. Davis, of East Las Ve-ga:t assistant United States attor- ney,. is at the Palace hotel.
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena is
here from San Rafael where he has
been attending to some business.
W. D. Shea of the Denver and Rio
ft Grande has returned from a trip
Cha-mit-

A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT

I

j

Suits

& lBoys' Union

in all grades.
and

;

up-to-d-

Prices right. Also new
line of

'a

ate

SWEATERS

w

)

Don't fail to see them.

na.,

,..

j

"Ethics in Business"

Parlor Market
and Grocery

Beef,

Pork,
Mutton,

and must have. We can never hope to build up
a "Selfridge" store in your community on any
other plan. We acknowledge we are ambitious
to maintain a store that we will all be proud of.
We earnestly solicit honest comparison of goods
and prices with any
g
concern doing
a legitimate business. We cannot afford to brag
you must be the judge. A fish lays more eggs
than the hen but does not cackle so loud about it.

Veal and

Lamb

Sausage,

e

honest-dealin-

Blue Point Oysters, Fish
POULTRY

Fresh-Dresse-

"

FRUITS -- - VEGETABLES
Forbes' Quality
and Steel-C-

GO

T,

.

P.O. Box, 219.

Gas-Roast- ed

ut

COFFEE, 30c LB.

W. N. TOWNSEND

No better guarantee to
offer than money back if
not satisfactory when you

THE MASTER TAILORS.

at the Parlor Market.

deal

iS

j

Phone 36

I

six-roo-

'

In Our Immense New Windows

PROPRIETOR.

You can see how we are prepared to furnish your home,
FROM SITTING ROOM TO KITCHEN.

Call and see the beautiful Circassian Walnut
Parlor and Dining Room Sets, which are the admiration of all Santa Fe.

AND' REAL

INSURANCE

Phone, Red 189.

,; ;

INTERESTING

:."fj

ntiD cniuniv niuvcD
tdv
...vu.MWAI.lnnn
.
Phone,
BUSH, Prop
")
vimo i,

W-G-

I

S.

H.

II

8

China

The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any Arti-- cle That Yl Might Be Interested In.
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS,
and we can show you.. Our stock is complete in all details

i

(.H. .& YONTZ, 'SSSTi

THE VAUQHAN RANCH
(Old Sparks Ranch )

T
tary' ot
commercial uino'TO Columbia, Mo.
Dear Sir The kind invitation of
j
j your club to attend- "the dedication
of
Highway"
jthe Missouri Cross-Stat(The Oold Trail Road) just received,
The honor thus conferred upon me Is
very highly appreciated with sincere
regrets for not being able to attend
in person, because of the short time
j and long distance.
Fully realizing
the importance of the event I wish to
extend to the club, in my behalf and
in behalf of the people of the new
state of New Mexico, the best and
most earnest hopes for Its success and
to express my desire that the next
celebration of the kind be held In
this capital which is the other end
of the famous "Santa Fe Trail."
Yours very truly,
e

root conee is an unwholesome drink.
To
begin the day by drinking
it clouds an otherwise
cheerful mind. See to
it, then, that you have

Bestxtf Beds

A-

hae & Sanborn's

;

Hlgh Qrade Coffee

Cold Pure Spring
No Invalids

-

..

:

-

v

,..t-

.,

mi

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Telegraph Glorieta

MULLIGAN

k
4

LL

e

.

RISING,

Write Pecos

FSl

108 Palace Avenue

Day and Night Phone.

;

"

.

Phone, 130 Red.

i

BEXJAMIN

'aroma, and

You

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

Ladies' Misses', Children's Suits, Cloaks,
Capes and Skirts
Very Latest Styles Just Received.

V

M.

guarantee each and every Bottle we sell to last one year.

BUTT BROS. CO.,
Always

Reliable

DRUGGISTS

New (1911) Crop of ENGLISH WAL
'
.r, NUTS and ALMONDS

Just in, a Fresh Stock
Aunt Jemima s Famous
PANfAKF F1MR

of

Carriage

& Automobile

ADOLPH

SELIGMAN

DRV

XUXXXXXXXXXXXX

X X

GOODS
X

X

X

CO.;
X

X

-

X

YOU AN IMPROVED
Residence Prop
erty close in for sale at a REASONABLE PRICE ?

PAINTING

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

If so list with us.

WE HAVE THE CUSTOMER.'
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
.

Phone Black

No. 52

&

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

305 San Francisco Street.

OUTFITTER

J. P. Steed

& Son

L Fisher f
govern
program concerning the coal
fields of Alaska
CARPENTERS
i niiviiuu bvvn
This was Alaska A&7 at the Conj
the future of tne Artie coal
gress,
AND
CABINET
MAKERS.
Also Scudder's Maple Syrup fields
being the subject of most of the
i scheduled
and
speeches
papers,
though a liberal share of time was giv-- , FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
en to the subject of public lands genSKjN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
in the west.Governor Spry of
erally
H. S.
& CO. Utah and Governor Sloan of Arizona
All Work Guaranteed.
were to speak on the latter subject.
Phone, Red 115--

rior7aiter

-

HAVE

Government's Program as to Coal
Fields of Alaska Outlined by
(By Special Leas Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Oct. 27. The attention
of the commercial world was directed
to the American Mining Congress here
today on account of th scheduled an- -

afctiAL, MLt next week.

Phone, Red ttl. Nil htPhone.Red 58.

SIGN PAINTING

Fisher.

oe on

We

READ.

,

anu win

w

PUBLIC LANDS DICU88ED
AT MINING CONGRE 8.

FOOT FOR

-'

Kftl

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

a

l

j

f$b, 4ta.fragrant

JUST IN

Water
: J vf 1
$is a Week
-

THE

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

j

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season,
.

i

alargelinedirect from factory,
thereby insuring fresh goods.

i

COFFI

.

Best of Pood

t

INVITATION,

I

ed

j

4

Where Prices Are Lowest!

119 San Francisco St.

vSAFE QUALITY

Beautiful

received

mercial Club of Columbia. Mo., to at- itend the dedicati0I1 of tue MissurI
Red 64 Cross-Stat- e
Highway, the old trail
road, at Columbia, Bpone county, Mo.,
tomorrow Mr. Walter Williams is nn
;the committee in charge of the dedl-- j
cation arrangements.
CO. Mr. Read in reply sent th efollowing
letter:

FOR

Hand-Paint-

just

We have just received some attractive Japanese Screens and
immense variety of Carpets. Hand painted Dishes, salad
sets, which rival anything of the kind in the Southwest, are also worth looking at.

I

Home Cooking

ESTATE.
;

Is now. We have

4
4

i

j

nrcrw jc rc

r

THE TIME TO BUY
HOT WATER BOTTLES

We bake our Attorney R. M RmiI fhA hlstnrlan
own bread, pies, cakes, etc. The who assisted" in
wnitor
bekt hteAI in 5anta'Fe, regardless Williams, the historian pf the Santa
of price, at 35 CENTS. Weekly or Fe trail and prominent journalist has
received an inviation from the Com- monthly rates upon application,

m

$1,000 Cash Will Handle Proposition.

Pricce, 2,700.

s

R.

WM. D. ARRIGHI

MR. READ RECEIVES

242 Lower Palace Avenue

modern
FOR SALE brick residence,
well
located, with barn, chicken house,
garden, fruit trees,' etc.

nr

i

PRICE-MAKE-

Val-'.le-

The New State

BARGAIN!
A

-

THE

CO.

&

LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
214 Don Gasper Avenue.

-

A

in both

great parties
the main issue, which is
just plain BUSINESS! The masses care little
which party wins, but will settle the issue as
they see it will injure or help their business interests in general. Law in politics is the same
as in business. We are trying to win from a
business standpoint, applying the same ethics to
all alike. No seconds, no scimpy garments, no
old styles, no shoddy merchandise we are not
ashamed oflegitimate profits we are entitled to

CORN-FE- D

Home-Mad-

LEADERS

POLITICAL

KANSAS GITY

and

LITTLE SERMONETTE."

Jaifa-Prage-

SEI

u

ho

-

in all colors; for Men, Women and Children
:m

man A. A. Jones of the Deempcraticj
central committee.
Cleofes Romero,
warden of the,
state penitentiary at Santa Fe, arrived this afternoon and will be in
Las Vegas a short time attending the
Las Vegas
Republican convention.
Optic.
F. V. Drake, the lumber man of
Albuquerque who is running for the
legislature from Taos county, is reg- istered at the Montezuma hotel from
Hodges, the camp of the Santa Bar
bara Tie and Pole Company.
Judge Clarence J. Roberts, R?publi- can candidate for the supreme court.
who has been holding court in the
southern part of the territory in
courtesy to Judge Pope, passed
through here yesterday on his way
to his home in Raton
Las Vegas
Optic.
William Alden Smith, t'nited States
senator from Michigan, was in La my
yesterday for a few minutes on the
California Limited, and talked inter- estingly of conditions here, Mr. Smith
who is a Republican, .was chairman
of the Senate committee on territo- ries at the last session of Congress,
T.

Willard and Estancia.
Solomon Luna left this morning for
his home at Los Lunaa after spend-- :
ing several days in the city Albu-- ;
querque Herald.
C. C. Hall, a business man of Central Point, Oregon, who is on his way
east, was registered at the Montezu- ma hotel yesterday.
Colonel W. C. Collier, director gen- eral of the San Diego Exposition, who
is here for a vacation, spent yesterday
at the Valley Ranch.
William B. Douglas; U. S. examiner
is here from Washington,! "n-c.rntv,vc
hs..f..i
D. C. He is at the Palace hotel, T. blond of
and a graduate in
Denver
D Getzendammer of Indiana, is with
3909 of Colorado College, is visiting
6er
Miss Ruth Laughlin at
F. S. Blackmore, farmer of'. the Es- - her classmate.
o ,
nn r
Panola valley, Rio Arriba county, is at Davis met Miss
in Berlin
Laughlin
the Montezuma hotel.' F. W. Schneid-- ; nftpI. ,eav,
.,,
P..tn W' L' BrWn f Espano,a- are toured Europe.
Miss Davis is very
him.
popular in Denver society as she was
voi. hi. w. uouson oi AiDiiquerque, in rnlnrnrtn SnHnr
is here on legal business. He is reg-- ;
Jt
" Juas' c8a.
istered at the Montezuma hotel. J.1 "
""""""'
,
J. Sheridan, former deputy U ' S. mar- - ""e 01 lue selH5"" manager or the
shal, is with him.
paries Ufeld company, is visiting
Isaac Barth, candidate for tne state le"QS ana r'atives in Alluquerq le.
r
vvlu a- - rra8r. of the
senate from Bernalillo county, arrived
at noon today and dined with Chair- - comPany of Roswell, was in Albuquer- que last night, leaving on che morning
train for his home in the Pecos
IN
6
TO 14 DAYS.
PILES CURED
Albuquerque Jouvij!.
Your druggist will refund money If
Robert
P. Ervien, can lid.lie on the
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
oca nt Ttrhl n or T)lin1 D1 nnt inn n Republican ticket for commissioner of
Iands. arrivi from Santa Fo
ProtrantinePilea in fi tn 11 flv Kfn publlC
.
.
7
w.l.
Inc.
'
.oot
ingui. Atcompauiea oy Attorney
A. B. Renehan, of Santa
Fe, Mr. Er-- j
vien left on the cut-of- f
train for Clovia
j where both are scheduled
for speechei
at a Republican rally to be held there
tonight. Albuquerque Journal.
' AfRIVATE BOARDING HOUSE
-

Ladies, Misses and Children
Men's

A

AND CAKE

6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c

Dally.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Doran have
Confectionery, Fruits and Groceries
returned from El Paso.
FreshCreamPuffs Wednesday 4 Saturday
M. Birkelar, a dry goods salesman
Phone, 152 Red.
of Chicago, is calling on the trade.
ALSO HANDLES
R. P. Winchester, a traveling man
AMAD0 GUTIERREZ, PROP.
from Albuquerque, is at the Palace.
D. M. C. EmColonel George W. Prichard spent Wash Embroidery, Silk
broidery Cotton, and for Crotchet
yesterday at Bernalillo and AlbuquerPhone 49 Main
que.
Phone 49 Main
Linen Doyles, Cushion
C. Milton Lyons, a sightseer from Stamped
Pieces.
Center
and
Tops
I.os Angeles, is in the city for a few
days.

Your Patronage Solicited
.

FRESH BREAD

FOR FINE

HEADQUARTERS

50,00000

PAGE FIVE

PLAZA BAKERY

MISSA.MUGLER

PERSONAL MENTION

ML

EVERYBODY

I

Men-Bo- ys

Men-You- ng
Ladies-MissesChildr-

All of

TO

en

the most Stylish Selections and Very Best of Quality,
TO PLEASE THE

Guaranteed to be
Everything
"
HONEST STACK."

"NIFTY FOLK"

JULIUS H. QERDES

GO

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

3

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
THE EYES. Our display rooms are open
pay tor, by having It right where you are using It. It saves on your light bill and
SAVES

for your
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

SANTA FE VATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.

3

THE SANTA FE

V

Louis Rocky

0

Pa citic

Hallway

19

,
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1910

STATIONS

By Mrs. Janet Me Kcnzie Hill, Editor of
the lloston Cooking School Magazine
Some folks think that only "colored
mammies" can cook chicken, but atrial
of this famous chicken pot pie disproves
that assertion. Every member of the
family will thoroughly enjoy it.

(Read Up)
2

12

20

SANTA FE, N. M.
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MINES AND MINING

Chefs

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept, 1st

(Read Down)

Pot Pie
Chicken
Favorite
The

Company

GENERAL OFFICES
1

i, k

A'EW MEXICAN,

Otero County.
W. B. Bates, a mining man from Oro
Grande, Otero county says he has taken an option on- the Excelsior Mining
and Development company property
in that district. He is working what
is known as the old Mexican mine,
where, they usee to ship ore on burros
years ago. He went to work in an old
shaft, from the bottom of which was
run an old drift about 35 feet long. After cross cut to the east through
the porphyry wall rock, only 15 in
ches, he broke into a body of ore conHe now has a
tinuing the cross-cubody of ore more than 12 feet wide
and still going with no wall in sight.
Assays show values in silver and
lead of $18 per ton, and as the work
progresses me values continue to lm- prove.
Mr. Bates is making arrangements
to equip the property with modern ma- .. u ,i
chinery. His shaft K
aei)th of 97 feet and he is prepared
to begin shipments. Hp sav5 that this
..
.
is a itrue i,assure, tne ouiy one so lar
found in the camp. Bates also states
that a good strike of ore has just
been made on the Jade mine by S. M.

practical manner. This
been examined by Edwin
ing engineer of Denver,
Douglas, of Bisbee, and

This Way?

Do You Feel

I

Do you feci all tired out? Do you sometimes
think you just can't work away at your profes- a or trade any longer P Do you have a poor ape
:, and lay awake at nights unable to sleep? Are
' nerves all gone, and ycur stomach too ? Has am--o
forge ahead in the world left you ? If to, you
s well put a stop to your misery. You can do it if
II. ' Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery will
make ' ou a different individual. It will set your lazy liver
to work. It will set things right m your stomach, and
your appetite will come bock. It will purify your blood.
If there is any tendency in your family toward consumption,
it will keep that dread destroyer away. Even after
has almost Sained a foothold in the form of a
will brin.1 about a
lingering coiih, bronchitis, or bleeding at the lungs, it
cure in 98 per cent, of all cases. It is a remedy prepared by Dr. R. V. Pierce,
of Buffalo, N. Y., whose advice is given free to all who wish to write him. His
experience and varied practice.
great success has come from his wide
dealer into taking inferior substig
Don't be wheedled by a
to be " just as good." Dr.
recommended
tutes for Dr Pierce's medicines,
Pierce's medicines are of known composition. Their every ingredientnoprinted
Made from roots wifhout alcohol. Contain
on their wrappers.
N. I.
drugs. World's Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo,

property has

Chase, a minand by James
they and Mr.
Courtney have stated that the Organ

mountain district has a great future.
Tungsten a Remarkable Mineral.
11
The
mineral tungsten (the name
16
(;apuliu
..
20
meaning heavy stone) has been known
Vigil
..
51)
25
Thompson
for many years, but only compara...
10
31
Cunulnubain
9 35
42
tively recently has it become of eco...Ullfton House N.M
155
10 00
49
T,v!
Ar ... Raton, N. M
130
-j
nomic importance. The most importK C Chicken Pat Tie. Baked Dumplln in
.1.V
0
2 30
Ar 10 15
Itatuil, N.M
ant use, according to Frank L. Hess,
One fowl cut in joints;
cup flour;
7
2 47
.tmrton House N' M.. .. 9 49.
Yz teaspoon ul salt; black pepper; 2 cups
of the United States Geological Sur
9 32
3 07
4S
SPreston
!..
3 45
8 55
65
Koehier Junction
flour; 3 level teaspoon ids K C Poking
vey, and the one which makes tung- 2
3 35
Koehler
9 05 ....
i ieaspoonul salt; ' cup
Powder;
sten mining on an extensive scale
HOoifax
8 20
I
4 16
t8
shortening; milk or cream.
possible, is as an alloy for tool steel.
8 02
76
4 43
Ccrrososo
7 45
Cover the fowl with boiling water and
82
Lv
5 00
Lathes using tools made from tungIAr
Cimarron
,
6 35
EDITORIAL FLASHES.
5 1fl
Lv
Cimarron
Ar am
railway industry, cars and general
until tender, then remove to a
sten steel may be speeded up until
6 27
.... et simmer
Nash
M
5 18
salt
Mix
the
dish.
flour,
shop construction and repairs, em-cup
baking
so
6
are
17
tool
6 2S
hot
Harlan
the chips leaving the
i
6 45
94
6 00
Ute Park, N. M...Lv
in
and black pepper with cold water to a
Ar
Industries
Arizona,
Manufacturing
ploys 1,080 men, as against 576 in
that they turn blue, an operation!
p m - ,p m
smooth paste and use to thicken the
!
"
of
ruin
which
would
high-the
temper
of
from
the top
broth. Remove the fat
ana
mat t"e manufacturing iduus- - sa
flOonnects ai Oolfax with K. P. A S. W. Hy. train both North and Soutb.SJ;
' wuereas
carbon steel. It is stated that about uev
the broth if necessary before adding the
SStage for Van Houten V, M, raeeti trains at Preston N.IM.Z
"
an
ran
tlmos
wlln
nnnp
fivp
lip
over
the
imiph
this
Pour
gravy
Stage leaves lite Park. .. M.. for Kllzabethtown, X. M., at 9:00 a. m, dally excep; thickening.
lathes built for such speed and work nitude. The fact is, ahowever, that- Flour mill and grist mill products
fowl, until it is nearly covered, and reverv" imnnrt- are valued at $1,317,000.
trip; tlfty pound baggaze carrted free.
holds
endsys, Fare Si w one way $3.59
"
serve
In 1900 the
rest
to
serve
apart. Sift tothe
as can De none rjy tne same lames wnu manufacturing
O. 4 3. train leave
l)es Mclnes, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p. m. .'arrives from tb
in ha Ki.clneo llf rtf tlile
salt,
rnrhnn-stpp- l
value was $448,000.
tools From Ifi tn --2fl- ner
gether the flour, bakingpowder and
tb at 4:38 a. m
three times; into this work the shorten
There are 23 ice factories, with a
cent of tungsten is ordinarily used injler" ory- cream or milk to make a
VAN HOUTEN,
t. C REDMAN.
F. M. WILLIAM,
ing and usestiff
lathe tools. The melting point of; The census bureau has just made product valued at $501,000. In 1900
Put
biscuits.
for
less
than
&
M
P.
V.
dough,
G.
G. P. A yent,
Superintendent.
tungsten is exceedingly high 5,576 public the statistics of manufactur-degre- there were 9 factories, with a prothis by spoonfuls over the fowl in the
Fahr.
ling in Arizona as gathered in the duct valued at $133,000.
dish, which it should rest upon and Perkins and James Stephenson, the
Lumber manufacturing employs 839
Tungsten also has an important use census of last year. The facts are
completely cover. Let bake about 35 shaft at a depth of 23 feet only is all
minutes.
in
electric set forth in a pamphlet or htteen wage earners, whose annual earnings
making incandescent
in ore containing principally silver and
pages, and made a gratifying
to $639,000.
The total nun
When yottne, tender chickens ore scarce, this
of a large lamps, crucibles for electric furnaces
ASK
TICKETS
j
presents a most satislactory way or serving oiu lead, showing the existence
and various other articles.
;ingber of such establishments is 23,
fowls. Veal or lamb prepared in this manner is ore body, so much so that Mr. Bates
Vanadium a Steel Toughener.
Treating the census in the present' as against 17 in 1900. The total value
more npiietizme than when served as a stew.
has secured an option on S. M. PerkYOUR
Trv- tliic inl the RQ other delicious recipes in
mere are ill manuiactunug 0( the product in 1900 was $1,419,000.
tense,
are
claims
for
Remarkable
made
be
which
may
the K C Cook's Book, a copy of
in's half interest.
the toughness added to steel through establishments now, as against 154 Ten years ago it was only $619,000,
secured free by sending the colored cernncnte
PowC
K
of
can
Limestone
Baking
Big
Deposits.
packed in the
use of small quantities of the ten years ago.
wuh 381 wage earners and $267,000
j the
der to the JAO.UE3 Mfg. Co., Chicago.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 27. The to- metal vanadium, according to a rs--; Wage earners in Arizona factories
wages.
tal production- of lime in 1910, accord- cort of the United States Oeoloeieal in 1900 numbered only 3,126.
Nowi Thn nrintintr and nnhHshinir in- ko, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, rta NEW
to
F.
E.
the
figures compiled by
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance,
PROCEEDINGS Or THE BOARD OF ing
Survey. it js declared that after there are 6,441.
dustry includes 64 establishments
r
Burchard, and just given out by the treatment with vanadium steel has1 The
used in 1900 was as against 32 jn 1900. There are 268
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
geoiogical survey, was 3,469,416 short great resistance to the strain, or as it hut 8,537. At present the total is wage earners, their annual earnings
tons, valued at $13,809,290, a slight de-- is termed the fatigue, caused by con- - 39,140.
amounting to $168,000. In 1900 there
Santa Fe, X. M., October 24, 1911.
Wages in 1900 amounted to $2,287,- - were 139 wage earners in this busl- THE
EAST
The Board of County Commission crease in the production of 1909. The stant bending.
!000. Now they amount to $5,505,000 Dess, with only $74,000 in earnings.
Coal Lands Await Valuation.
ers met in special session at the call average price was $3.9S per ton. New
The government has a gigantic annually.
And so on through the list.
The
of the Chairman; present, Hon. I. Mexico contains an abundance of lime-The total value of manufactured number of manufacturing establish- Hon. Alfredo stone, but the lime manufacture in the task in hand in the classification and
Sparks chairman;
in 1900 was $20,439,000. ments in most industries haa In-- .
west is not as flourishing as it; valuation of its coal lands in the products
Lucero; Hon. Jose Ortiz y Pino, Com south
missioners- Deputy Clerk V. I. Alarid, might be and the geological survey west. These lands are probably the Now the total value amounts to $50,- creased several hundred per cent,
states that the quality of the prod ict nation's greatest direct asset, not ev- - 000,000.
, and there has been an Increase ot
and C. C. Closson, sheriff, in
in New Mexico has not been determ-- en excepting the millions of horse-- !
By iar the most important maus- - at least 100 per cent in practically
ROUTE
in the rivers on the pub- - try in the territory is, of course, the every industry.
WEST
Exemption was allowed to W. C. ined, but that the state contained a power latent
The
of the various manufacturing indus- Morrison of Precinct Xo. 21 for the vast quantity that no doubt was at lic lands. During the last two years smelting and refining of copper.
was
1900
in
of
value
this
the
United
States
other than those we have spe- tries
an
product
Texesent
resource
Geological
3urvey
undeveloped
year 1911.
By the census of 1910 ciflcally mentioned, there are 122, as
The Board appointed Antonio San as has limestone formations in many nas examined in great geologic detail $17,287,000.
against 56 in 1900. The wage earn-doval y Griego as Justice of the parts of the state, those at Sierra over 15,000,000 acres of the western it was $41,059,000.
For rates and fall information atMrass
Tinaja Pinta in El Paso county con-- ! coal lan(3s. and in the month of In this industry there are 3,129 ers number 775, as against only 252
Peace for Precinct Xo. 13.
and appraised wage earners, their total earnings in 1900, and their product is valued
and those of th March it classified
The Board appointed the following ain si ;fi ner
In at $1,767,000, as against $571,000 ten
acres, with a valuation of for 1910 amounting to $2,776,000.
EUGENE FOX,
named persons to be judges of elec- Rustelers Hill strata, which is 200 feet
e omy i.oio wage years ago.
were
witn- still
remains
nil.
El Paso Texas.
inere
28.39
cent
contain
lime.
on
thick,
held
the
to
be
per
election
for
the
tion,
acres earners employed in the smelting
The comparative figures on manu-- !
78,152,808
however,
j drawn,
Dona Ana County.
7th day of Xovember, 1911:
and refining of copper,
their
and
classification
and
in Phoenix and Tucson are
valuation,
awaiting
facturing
S.
man
George
Courtney, general
Precinct Xo. 1 Genaro Quintana,
The following table shows the states total earnings for the year were interesting. There are 57 manufac-i- n
Pablo Gallegos, Manuel Royhal y Lo ager of the Dona Ana Mining Comwhich these lands are situated:
$1,277,000.
turing establishments in Phoenix,
pany, of Kent, Dona Ana county, is Arizona
pez.
But the other manufacturing in- - and 35 in Tucson. On account of the
118,718.
Martin, in El Paso consulting with the machi
Precinct Xo. 2 Santiago
California ... ...
239,903 dustries run into millions of dollars railway shops at Tucson, however,
Juan de Dios Dominguez, C. McAllis nery people in regard to a plant for the Colorado
...
5,866,763 in capital employed, in the value of that city is ahead of Phoenix in the
ter.
mine. He expects to have the plant Tildhi
V, o
Q
TVi n.Q
CM T,1nrilirta anil In
,mnlsiYr.w1
Htairlhutinn nil iinlM a!
Alarid. m operation by next November, wben
Precinct No. 3 Seferino
432 persons employed in Phoenix
613 wages.
iMontana
. .
are
21,393
Manuel Baca y Campos, Luis
'
tt-,
i
Ann
iu uumuauy win resuiuv wurn wun a. '
AvnMiA it.
factories, as against 625 at Tucson.
full force of aien. vuuuaej sum u" Nevada ...
92.141 bread and bakerv
butter.
in capital employed pnoenix is aneaa,
4
Pablo
Luis
Precinct Xo.
Baca,
company is clear of all indebtedness, North Dakota
18,215,384 cheese and condensed milk, now dis- the money invested in manufacturing
Griego, Jesus Tapia.
that the ore contains copper, gold, sil- Oregon
half a million at Phoenix amounting to $1,258,000,
3,711 tributes more than
i
Precinct Xo. 5 Candelario Romero ver and lead, and gold value runs from South Dakota
2.375,263 dollars in wages annually, and the while at Tucson the total capital emFabian Lopez, Donaciano Romero.
$4.50 to $50 a ton. The silver and Utah
6,128,923 value of these products considerably
ployed is $902,000. The value of the
Precinct Xo. 5 Xicolas Navvaez, lead together average in value $87 a
a million dollars. An in-- products of Phoenix factories Is
...
2,207 967 exceeds
Washington
de
Baca.
C.
Erineo Mares, Andres
ton. The company has recently reor- Wyoming
10,711,875 crease of more than 300 per cent has $1,467,000, and of Tucson factories
USE THE
Precinct No. 7 Cesario Martinez
been reached in the ten y?ars.
under different management
ganized
(including the railway shops, of
Antonio Rael, Manuel Lucero.
and intends to prosecute work in a
Total area
.78,152,808
Manufacturing connected' with the course), $2,037.
Precinct Xo. 8 Donaciano Angel,
Antonio Sandoval, Jose de la Cruz
pm
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When Going

iBAST

WEST
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Pino.

Precinct Xo.
Donaciano
Gomez.

Precinct Xo. 10 Jose Hadrick, W
T. Pruitt, A. S. Pullian.
Precinct Xo. 11 Wm. Bernard,
Juan Martinez. H. S. Farley.
Precinct Xo. 12 Francisco Chavez
y Alarid, Eulogio Sandoval, Eusebio
Gonzales.
Precinct Xo. 13 George P. William
son, Vincente Lucero, Jesus Gon
zales y Roibal.
Precinct Xo. 14 Nicacio Ortega,
Meregildo Jamarillo, Ruperto Mar

SHORTEST LINE TO
I

Denver, Colorado

Springs and Pueblo

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT

NEW MEXICAN

fc

A.

BUILDING OR UNION

tinez.
Precinct Xo. 15 Xieves Lopez, Mar
iano Bustos, Jose Miguel Maestas,
Precinct N. 16 Bias S. Valdez, Car
mel Vigil, Miguel Hererra.
Precinct Xo. 17 Jose Maria Garcia, Jose S. Garcia Eustaquio Padil-la- .

DEPOT

A A

I FIRST

Precinct No. 18 Henry Pacheco,
Bruno Benavidez, C. O. Harrison.
Precinct Xo. 19 Ben Hill, Bernardo
Aranda, Tomas Archibeque.
Precinct Xo. 20 H. C. Rael, Anas-taci-

BANK

NATIONAL

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security.' Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
Loans money on

R.

J.

PALEN, President.
L. A. HUGHES,

4$

J.

B. READ,

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

4

B.
Successor
ntlr ttock of horse and equipment formerly
I have purchased the
Ownefl Oy a. r. Williams ana win wnunn m vpviaw it mm m rmii
class LIVERY where we will De reiay at an timea or aay or niont
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage."
:

Jl

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
Phone 199 Red

Santa Fe, N.M

I. SPARKS,

Chairman of the Board of County
'
Attest:
Commissioners

j

I
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sa.

because it causes him untold agony afterward.
Cottolene, because of its freedom from hog fat, is
digestible, and makes rich food that any stomach
can digest. No indigestion follows in its wake.

nbiiiimi

"Te7

"i

nourishes and builds up.
physicians recommend Cottolene in the cooking
of food for invalids. Never tieard of lard being recommended for that purpose did you?
Use Cottolene and have a perfect digestion. Cottolene is more economical than butter
d
or lard use
less.
Up-to-da- te

chairman.

;
GEORGE W. ARMLTO,
Clerk of the Board of County
Commissioners,
V.
ALARID, Deputy.

sci

Animal fats tend to heat the system and cause stomach and
other troubles. Cottolene is a pure, vegetable product that

School House.
School House.
School House.
Federico Lopez's Hall.
Henry Pacheco's House.
Companv's Store.
School House.
'School House.
District No. 15 School House.
'School House.
Pomuceno Montoya's House.
There being no further business the
Board adjourned to the call of the

CO.
MORGAN toLIVERY
P. Williams

WiUf.

The Dyspeptic Shuns Rich Food HP

1

Justice of the Peace Office.
District No. 5 School House.
House of Bonifacio Xarvaez.
House of Rafael Granite.
School Houbc
District No. 9 School House.
Real Estate Office H. C. Kinsell
District Xo. 11 School House.
District Xo. 12 School House.
W. M. Taber's Store.

9.

Assistant Cashier.

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

ft

Road."

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Cashier.

F. McKAME,

1

The Board designated the following places for the holding of the
election, which is to be held on the
7th day of November, 1911:
.
Pet.
Place
1. District No. 1 School House.
2. District No. 2 School Houuc.
3. House of Victor Garcia, "Canon

ng

"si

o

Mora, Miguel Trujillo.
Precinct Xo. 21 J. D. Canton,
Miguel Pino, O. H. Johnson.
Precinct No. 22 Atocha Romero,
Romulo Lujan, Rafael Ortiz.
Precinct No. 23. Nicolas Jiminez
Julian Benavides, Bonifacio Lucero.
Precinct No. 24 Etanislao Sandoval, Guadalupe Montoya, Santos Garcia.

OF SANTA FE

money-transmitti-

9 Jose Angel Gomez,
S
Antonio
Gonzales,

;

one-thir-

COTTOLENE is Guaranteed Jr ;
is
authorized to refund

ii

a

to

hereby
pleased, after giving Cottolent

Never Sold in Bulk

your money in case your are not

a fair test.

.
...
.mtMaturesrt from tnemny South"

it clean, fresh and wholesome,

f

2iHlfcl.

duet
and prevent it from
and absorbing (iisagreeable odors, such as fish, oil, etc.rrih'"g
o onry by the n. k. fairbank company
.

---
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poll book before a justice of the
peace, if possible: If no justice of the
.eace is available, then one of the
judges of election may ".swear in" the
other two judges and then one of these
judges may swear in the third judge.
You should then without fail ap-- !
point two lerks of the election, one
from each of the two dominant politthe Berrendo bridge, nearly $4,000 less
Fall at Las Vegas.
ical parties, if possible, who shall
Haskell and
The same evenjng that H. O. Bui' than Chaves county.
make and subscribe to an affidavit besum will speak in this city, that is Wichita counties, Texas, each of which
fore one of the judsjes of election.
as
Monday, Judge A. B. Fall 'will address has about the same population
These matters having been fully
Chaves county and combined assessed
a Republican meeting at Las Vegas.
complied with you will then have
valuation of four and a half times
ed out all the blanks on front page of
Chaves county, collects for maintenREGISTRATION.
II
ad
cover of poii book.
combined
of
ance
both
counties
these
for
regislast
is
the
day
Tomorrow
yon will then declare the po'ls op- tration and no voter should neglect $5,000.00 less than the cost of adminisaffairs of Chaves county.
en
for tbe reception of ballots and
T
seeing to it personally that he is re- tering the
nhirn.ro. Til." suffered from f p.
We do not believe that Mr. Atkinson male weakness and stomach trouble, kc" I)olls lK'n continuously until 6
gistered. In Precinct No. 17, the board
and 1 went to the P- m.
will be in session at the J. S. Garcia or any other realiable person, will
Chaves coun
store to get a bottle
No other person
shall be allowed
barbershop until six o'clock in the cl im that the affairs of administered
or .Lycua .. 1'inK- - within thirty feet of the ballot box
are
more
t7
efficiently
books
the
when
registration
evening
ham's Vegetable while a voter is casting his ballot exwill be closed and delivered to the than are the affairs of the counties
ionipoitnu, tmt the
AtkinMr.
When
above.
enumerated
re
county clerk. Thus far 425 have
clerk did not want cept judges and clerks of the elecbuildcan
we
the
son
that
stop
says
to let me have it-- he tion and challengers.
gistered in that precinct.
ing of bridges and the improvement
said it was no
When polls shall have been closed
of the highways, stop the building of
pood and wanted me you will proceed at once to couut and
Offered Today.
to try something make a record of the ballots.
s
There is a widi variety li the
else, but knowing
school terms, stop the prose- must be counted in public, that
election betting in the city as can be length of
in1
all
about
it
to
seen from the following bets whico cut ion of criminals, etc.. in order
sisted and finally is. doors must not be locked, but left
cut down county expenses he Is begganu
were offered today:
1 am so free for the entrance of anyone to
pot it,
the question and plainly shows glad I did, for it has
cured me,
where ballots are being counted, but
$100 both Hanna and Van Stone will ing
that he is not as conversant with his
know of so manv cases where wo- - jt'dees have a right to kern down any
"I
be defeated.
as his experience has given men have been cured by Lydia E. Pink- - noise or other matters that will
$50 to $100 McDonald is elected subject
him opportunity to be. If he had ap- Vegetable Compound that I can turb counting and keeping a record of
trnvpmnr
himself to tbe subject of county say to every suffering woman if that billots
$100 to $80 Curry will be elected Ped
economy Mr. Atkinson would not be medicine does not help her, there is
congressman.
that will." lira. Jaxetzki, As a rule, one of the judges takes
forced to hide himself behind the plea nothing
Rio
in
ticket
2963 Arch St., Chicago, 111.
$100 entire Republican
the tickets from the ballot box. one
r '"equitable laws, but would he an
Arriba is elected.
This is the age of substitution, and a a titne. opens and calls out for
or
a
of
advocate
exoutspoken
repeal
women who want a cure should insist what or whom it was cast, he then
$100 Bursum's majority will not
modification
of such laws if they upon Lydia E. Pinkham's
ceed 2.000.
Vegetable passes it to a second judge who should
actually exist.
Compound just as this woman did and inspect ft anQ see that it was called
$100 Bursum will be elected.
The territorial tax rate has been not accept something else on which the risht he the"
$15 majority of Republican Santa Pe
p,ss,e 11 t0 the ,h,lrd
reduced 29 per cent in the last two druggist can make a.little more profit.
county ticket will be elected.
wno should
ct and string
Women
J"dg?
who
are
this
passing
through
$15 Telesforo Rivera will be elected years, but how much has the rate critical
or
who are suffering tne ballots on a string as they are
period
been reduced in Chaves county during from
assessor.
The clerks shall
any of those distressing ills pe-- passed to him.
We, in Chaves county, culiar to their sex should not lose sight make a record in the poll books ar-o-f
jthat time?
do a great deal of hollowing about ex-.
the fact that for thirty years Lydia ranged for that purpose of the
Being Decent
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, sllU o each ballot as it is called out
The
Hagerman Messenger was travagance and graft to the
the only Democratic paper torial administration, and yet it costs which is made from roots and herbs, h,. th e Juage-- .
as much to conduct has been the standard remedy for fe.
in the valley which was either decent nearly
Mhen you
bave flmshe(i cunt-yomale ills. In almost every community
affairs
this
of
Barthe
of
account
county as it does
the
in
its
or truthful
ln
tne ballots you will proceed to
find
will
women
who
been
have
sum meetings. All of the other papers the whole territory, with all her pub- - restored to health by Lydia E. Pink. record the result on the inside pages
and Ho institutions.
ham's Vegetable Compound.
of the back of both poll books, filling
oornanlv
J mlnrenresented the facts,
-We do not desire to bring into quesblanks properly, prepared for that
indulged in comment that was both
for each name for each reuntrue and unfair. Even the Lake tion the official integrity of any off'purpose
V.
Arthur'Times usually one of the fair- - icer of Chaves county, while on the ly endorsing th appointment ofwi 'spective
office in words and then in
to the governorship and
atrimniofl m pvt fnnnir n Tut rnn. other hand, we believe that every of- liam J. Mills
first writing
- figures in parenthesis,
William
to
H.
the
chief
" their
.
,
Pope
justicestation,
uiv i o 1 id i int.
veyg an impression to the outside ficer, regardless of
vauuiuaic o om.
'
Ivuu
ship:
be
held
for
should
the
accountable
ballot
to
the
name
under
of
the
world that it is not at all favorable
"It is true that so far as I know no office for which each candidate is
never manner in which the duties of the
Lake Arthur's people. We
was given or steps taken voted as shown
by the ballots, and
see why a paper opposing poll-- , fice are maintained. Mr. Atkinson's consideration
to ascertain the wishes of the territo- the politics of each candidate
as
tics should hesitate to be fair in speaK-- 1 ldeas nave absolutely prevailed, so far
to aB tne commissioner's court of Chaves rial Republican committee with refer shown by ballot on which his name
in nf such meetines. or desire
ence to New Mexico appointments; ;is prjnted, and then in words and figbelittle such meetings. It were per--, county Is concerned, for a dozen years
lf tn fa that county expenses Dut we as a pany nave greater ana ures opposite his name the number
and
utterances
tear
to
the
fectly legitimate
ideals to strive for than the 0f votes each candidate received. Sec- of a candidate to pieces, but It is cer-- are a out of Proportion to the same higher
of office. It is a matter o! ond, the total number of votes cast
In
states
other
is
that
and
it
'fleshpots'
and
ipense
tainly not chivalrous to lie about
the fault of the territorial laws, Mr. very little moment who are appointed on the proposed amendment to the
misrepresent the conditions at public Atkinson has been in
position and to office, provided they are men pos- Constitution, then the number of votes
meetings. Nor does it pay the local has a
him to sessing
that
enables
a reasonable degree ol cast for the constitutional amendment
standing
d
must
of
necessity
paper, which
rea- breadth, patriotism, integrity and abi- and then the number of votes cast
make
himself
heard
of
in
behalf
upon the patronage of men ot sonable
with against the constitutional amendment.
economy in public expendi- lity, a sufficient identification
.1
parties. Roswell Register Tri tures.
He stated that the commiss- New Mexico end its institutions to
You will each and every judge and
une.
ioners had pled with everys officer command their unselfish devotion clerk of election, sign both poll books
from Judge Pope down, to economize towards its upbuilding, future great- all in blank spaces for that purpose.
lemocratic Paper Shows Up Demo- in
The "Special Judge," one of your
every way possible, but does not ness and fulfillment of the aspiration!
cratic Mismanagement.
seem to have offered any suggestions of our people to be admitted into the number who has been duly appointed
We submit herewith a few compari- as to how
and notified for that purpose, shall
they might economize, and union as a state.
sons of the cost of administering the then
he does not believe
that
forthwith wrap, seal and transmit by
says
I
"While
as
of
terrichairman
the
cost
affairs of Chaves county and the
that it is possible to make any mater torial committe or as a citizen had registered mail, one copy of the poll
of the same service in a few Texas ial reduction in the
expense of the no part in any manner in the selection books to the Secretary of the Terrl- counties and one Oklahoma county.
county without crippling the efficiency of the recent appointments, yet I am tcry at Santa Fe- - N.ew Mexico re
These figures are all official, and the of the administration.
satisfied that in the apoictment ot taining registry receipt therefor.
counties were selected at random.
we beg to differ
On that
The ballots and one copy of the
Mills aB governor and J is.'c3
We have omitted entirely all school with Mr. subject
Judge
Atkinson, and as a basis of
poll books shall be locked up in the
taxes, and in Chaves county have our difference we cite the comparison Pope as chief Justice the lciegoing ballot box and returned to the
Board
have been fully com- of
omitted a levy of $9,76S, made for the
Mr. Atkinson qualifications
figures given above.
County Commissioners as soon as
with.
Berrendo bridge in this year's levy; will
soon enter upon a new term of piled
possible, by express from railroad
and we do not believe that Mr. Atkin- five
as chairman of the board of "The new governor should be given points no mileage allowed and from
years
son, or anyone else, can claim that county commissioners, and while it the earnest cooperation necessary to rural
by special deputy Proa successful administration, bearing bate precincts
these comparisons are unfair to will be unconstitutional
to
Clerk, who delivered box, balThese figures give him we
Chaves county.
of
mind
in
that
the
goal
lots and nnll hnnka tn vnu tnktno- and
hope before his term expires constantly
'
approximately, first population; sec- he will be able to reduce the expense our ambition
IUI
i,cw
"areu
his receipt therefor.
preserving
ond, assessed valuation in 1911; third of county maintenance to a point ap- Mexico' can be best obtained by the
The law provides that in case the
1911 levy for county maintenance:
proximately the same as in other absence of party strife and relegating poll books are not properly filled out
Chaves county N. M.
states
plus a reasonable freight rate to obscurity all personal or political and signed all blanks for that purVal. 1911
Levies 1911 and a fair
Pop. 1910
pose by each and every judge and
profit Hagerman Messen- ambitions.
$83,400.00
$ 4,884,000.00
16,540
The question of selecting a gover- clerk of election in their respective
ger.
Haskell rniintv. Texas
nor of a territory at beBt is a diff- precincts, the Board of County Com$32,000.00
$ 9,000,000.00
10,240
icult task. Knowing
Mr. Luna as I missioners shall set a day for that
Where
Stands.
the
Journal
Wichita county, Texas.
do I am confident that he advised In purpose and then issue summons diJournal during
$46,915.00 (From Albuquerque
16,400
$13,504,000.00
accordance with the dictates of his recting the sheriff to cause the judge
Constitutional Campaign.)
Parker county, Texas.
best judgment and I have no doubt, or clerk failing in his duties to propseven
In
Bernalillo
county, roughly,
$67,688.00
26,331
$13,537,000.00
the
President did in good faith what erly signing and filling
out the
es
offices cost us $30,000 as follows,
Jones county, Texas.
treasurer he believed to be for the best inter- blank spaces in poll books to appear
24299
$64,500.00 timated, assessor $4,500;
$15,000,000.00
ests of his administration. The Re- before the said Board on the day set
$4,500; probate clerk $4,500; probate
Comanche county, Texas.
publican party at this critical period and properly sign and fill out said
sheriff
district
$3,500;
$5,000;
$42,638.00 judge
$11;299,000.00
27,136
should not encourage strife of any poll books; this summons has
the
fees
attorney $6,000; district clerk
Denton county, Texas.
kind or character. Let the concen- same effect as if issued by the Dist31.500
$19,046,000.00
$65,662.00 $2,000.
rict court, and in case summons is
Comanche county, Oklahoma.
With the fee system abolished by trated thougnt, ability and energy of Issued, the person
against or for
from
this
every
loyal
Republican,
day
$79,750.00 the constitution and with an average
43,000
$27,500,000.00
whom it is issued shall pay all sherbe
directed
on,
towards
the
securing
We commend the above comparison salary of $3,000 each, the county of
iff's and other costs and shall not
to the attention of every thoughtful fices will cost us $21,000. Net sav passage of the statehood bill.
"Write your friends in the east be allowed any mileage or per diem.
citizen. . Be believe that it reveals ings under state government $9,000
No name or number shall be writWrite members of Congress. Write
the fact that the high cost of living is a year.
ten on any ballot and if so it is not
of
influence
who
have
s
friend!
persons
Chaves
affairs
in
With the other three
prevalent in public
a legal ballot except initials of two
the saving in the four is in Congress urging its passage. Speak
county, v For instance, we find that in counties,
on back of blue ballot.
No
judges
well of our neighbor, your Terri
Denton county, Texas, with practical $36,000,
ballot shall be counted unless it has
counties tory, its people and its government; a
The eight second-clas- s
ly the same population and more than
of the official
four times the assessed wealth, Den will save, at least $6,000 each; total be a patriot, don't te a knocker un- of the Probate Clerk on signature
Its back,
less
ton county collects for county main $48,000.
you knock at the door of state- such as has been sent
with the
you
counties will save hood for admission."
tenance, after deducting $9,768 of this Eight third-clas- s
ballot box and poll books by said Proyear's levy in Chaves county to pay at least $4,000 each; total $32,000. "
bate Clerk, save and except as to the
for the Berrendo bridge, $16,739 less
Six fourth-clas- s
counties will save
Suggestions to Election Judges.
Blue
Ballot, full instructions for
For another $32,000.
than Chaves county.
William Atkinson, chairman of the which will be found on front sheet
example take Comanche county, Okla
Six fourth-clas- s
counties will save Board of County Commissioners, of of each poll book.
homa, which has almost three times at least $1,000 each; total $6,000.
No person has any right to vote in
Chaves county, has sent the following
, the population
of Chaves county, and
Grand total saved in all counties, circular letter to election officials, your precinct unless he be a citizen
f
five and
times the assessed $122,000.
of the United States and shall have
which are timely:
valuation and yet Comanche county,
The latest election laws will be resided within the Territory of New
call
Be
it
and
conservative
very
Oklahoma, has levied for county main
found in Chapter 105, Laws of 1909. Mexico not less than six months
tenance after deducting the cost of $100,000.
The laws of New Mexico provide within the county not less than ninety
With the abolition of the fee system and side money, the roster of that you shall on said day meet in days and within your precinct not less
to open the polls at 9 o'clock a. than thirty days, each and all next
Consumptives Helped by state officers will cost $2,000 less time
than
at
territorial
under
preceding the day of the election, progov- m.
present
Tuberculosis Medicine
one or more of the judges ap vided that any legal voter may vote
If
ernment.
It is folly to believe that Consumption
The extra expense of the judiciary pointed by the Board of County Com- in any other than his own precinct
differ from every other disease in not
requiring tbe use of any specific medicine and corporation commission will not missioners be absent and cannot and la. his own county on presentation
for it cure.. The trouble has been that
serve, the vacancies may be filled by to you of a properly made certificate
none was known until the many cures run over $30,000.
effected by Eckman's Alterative began to
a majority of the qualified voters pres ot registration signed by a member of
Net
to
the
under
enorsaving
an
people
ten
for
be realized. Now,
years,
ent at the time the other Judge or the Board of Registration of his own
mous mass of voluntary and thankful tes$70,000.
constitution,
timonials from persons who consider that
There are other economical things judges qualify, by selecting from preqtnct, showing that the holder
they owe their lives to this remedy have
their number qualified voters.
Pro- of the certificate is duly registered in
been accumulating.
Surely plenty of time about the constitution.
to demonstrate
its lasting value. You
A referendum provision prevents vided, that not more than two of the his own precinct in this case you
can write to any of them. Here Is one:
three judges shall be of the same po- should take up and return this certifi
5323 Girard Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
legislative extravagance; the
In tbe- - winter of 1003 I
"Gentlemen:
litical party.
cate with ballot box to the Board of
means
feature
followed
an
by
bad
attack of Grippe,
After a full number of three is rea- County Commissioners,
Pneumonia, and later by Consumption. 1 .economy; public moneys .must
be
of
worse.
In
winter
the
If for any reason any legal voter
5rew I steadily
had cough, night sweats, fever and placed in bank to garner interest; dy to serve for the day. ther will
raised quantities of awful looking stuff the militia warrant bogy has been each take and subscribe to the oath nas not oeen regisierea ne nas a
and later I had many hemorrhages; at
on the front page of cover of each'risnt to, and may vote, provided that
burled.
one time, three In three successive days.
he has two witnesses, legal voters, all
Milk and eggs became so distasteful I
Looks
like
a
savsubstantial
pretty
could keep nothing down. Three physiNine times in ten headache is known to each other and all residing
all around, doesn't it?
ing
cians treated me. I was ordered to the
mountains, but did not go. Eckman's AlOf all the objections to this consti- caused by poor digestion,
gas in and voting in the same precinct make
terative was recommended hy a friend. r
stomach or sour fermentation. and file affidavits in writing with you
After taking a small quantity I had the tution, the one of "extravagance" is your
The first aid for relief is CEL-Sflrst quiet night's sleep for weeks. My the flimsiest.
is a legal
a that said
Improvement was marked from tbe flrst.
delightful effervescent drink that set- - voter in your precinct and nowhere
I gained strength and weight and appeand
ties stomach troubles. Why take pois- - else or otherwise.
hemorrhage
A legal voter need
tite I never had another
Where the Journal Stands.
lessened until enmy' cough gradually
on tablets and powders that don't rebe a tax payer.
perfectly well. Every (From Albuquerque
De-- i
tirely gone. I m can
Journal
of
be verified by my
move the cause? , You cannot cure! The legal residence of a voter, who
thing I say here
cember 13, 7909.)
stomach by taking poison for, holds a homestead claim for which
fSpdAffldav't) ANNIE P. tOUGHRAN.
The Albuquerque Morning Journal; your
head. CEL-Syour
keeps your atom - Anal proof has not been made, is not
months before H. O. Bursum was nom acn aown ana
your head un ft sat.' and cannot be any other nlaee than
and
sovernor.
a letter ties stomach troubles. 10 and 25c at on said homestead claim and he has
t& HESToWK lMte
Sr.1!mT do ?.t
for Iwoklet from nm 0f which the following is
drugs. Ask to
ot
Eckman
una write
" " The Capital Pharmacy.
.
cnne
nf
jno right to vote in any other precinct
lihoMtorr. Philadelphia, p.. for more evi- - tn conclusion ana demonstrates big
ine
will refund or county than that in which said
rnarmacy
capital
aaa
all
leading orugguH
aeoet. For aale by
high Ideals and unselfish wishes for the purchase
lf it falls to do homestead claim is located save and
ty Zook'i Pharmacy m Santa F the welfare of New Mexico, Incidental. all we claim. price
It this fair?
a
, except as above stated, H he holds
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YOUR

SCALP ?
It Has Been Proved That Microbes
Cause Baldness.
,
Professor Unna of Hamburg,
and Dr. Sabourand, the leading
Frenth dermatologist, discovered that
a microbe causes
baldness.
Thtir
theory has time and again been .imply
verified through research experiments
carried on under the observation ot
This microbe
eminent
scientists.
lodges in the Sebum, which is the natural hair oil, and when permitted to
flourish it destroys the hair follicies
and in time the pores entirely close,
and the scalp gradually takes on a
shiny appearance. When thi.i happens
there is no hope of the growth ot
hair being revived.
We have a remedy which will, we
honestly believe, remove dandruff, ex
terminate the microbe, promote good
circulation in the scalp and around
the hair roots, tighten and revitalize
the hair roots, and overcome baldness
so long as there is any life lrf in the
hair roots.
We back up this statement with our
own personal guarantee that this rem
edy called Uexall "93" Hair Tonic
will be supplied free of all cost to the
user if it fails to do as we state.
It will frequently help to restore
gray and faded hair to its original color, providing loss of color has been
caused by disease; yet it is in no
sense a dye. Rexall "93" Hair Tonic
accomplishes these results by aiding
flourish it destroys the hair follicles
and pigment gland strong and active,
and by stimulating a natural flow of
coloring pigment throughout the hair
cells.
We exact no obligations or promiseswe simply ask you to give Rexall "93" Hair Tonic a thorough trial
and if not satisfied tell us and we will
refund the money you paid us for it
Two sizes, prices 50 cents and $1.00.
Remember you can obtain it in Santa
Fe only at our store The Rexall
Store. The Fischer Drug Co., 232 San
Francisco Street.
Git-many-
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Diseases.

Genito-lrinar-

THE WA55ERMAN & NOOUCH'
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
ADMINISTERED.

pony.

Ave.

good as new.

grand

Apply 323 Agua Fna St. State Nat. Rank

Bid--

BROWN,

Dentist.
Over Spitz's Jewelry
Rooms 1, 2 and

Phone Red

FOR SALE Cheap, a pair of good
mules, new heavy harness and new
wagon. Apply New Mexican.

M

N

Albuquerque

,

DR. W. HUME

DESK ROOM for rent in centrally
located, steam heated office. Euipiire
Joseph B. Hayward, Mgr.

Store.
3.

6.

Office Hours Sa. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.

Fraternal Societies

WANTED SALESMAN experienced
in Paints and Oils, for New Mexico.
Address C. L. Cox, S07 Mission St.,
San Francisco, California.

MASONIO.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, V F. & A. M.
Regular cnmmunl
cation first Monday
of each month at
- Hall
.Maso-iia

WANTED Pay or Doard at start to
learn trades. Automobiles, Electrici
ty, Bricklaying, Plumbing, by actual
work on Jobs. Only few months required. No apprenticeship drudgery.
7.30.
00 students last year.
Catalogue
II. H. DORMAN,
AnLos
free. United Trade School,
Master
geles.
CHAS. E. LINNET. Secreta.-y- .
c

TYPEWR'TERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and sui
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes hand'ed
All repair work and typewritea guar
auteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
change. Phone 231.

Santa Fe Chapter No.
A. M. Regular
convocation second
Monday of each mosth

1. R.

at

at

Hall

Masonic

7:30 p. m.
JOHN II. WALKER.
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

Santa Fe Commandery

T

77

No. 1, K. T.

J

p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
New Mexlos W. E. GRIFFIN, hecorder.

PAUL A. P. WALTER

....

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

Regular

conclave fourth Monday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7: 3d

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

PW.

w

.

-

-

...

Santa Fe Tdge et
Perfection No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets cm

HOLT L SUTHERLAND

certificate of registration from some
other precinct, and then only in his

Attorneys
Practice in tje Distri t Court as
well as before the Supreme Court oi
own county.
These suggestions are not intended the territory.
to cast any reflection on anyone who Las Cruces,
New Mexico. the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in tbe evening In
may serve as judge or clerk of the
Masonic Hall, south side of Plasa.
election or any one else, but as this
C. Vf. O. WARD
fcotish Rite Masons are cor
Visiting
is the second time that election reTerritorial District Attorn y
turns have been made by Jndees of For San Miguel and Mora Counties dially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,
32.
election direct to the Territorial CanNew Mexico.
Vegas,
Venerable Master.
vassing Board at Santa Fe, New Mexi
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
co, they are kindly given from a
E. C. ABBOTT
Secretary.
knowledge of the law with the hope
Attorncy-al-Lathat they may be of some assistance Practice in tbe District and (Sto you.
B. P. O. E.
upreme Courts.
Prompt and careful
Most respectfully,
Santa Fe Lodge No.
attention given to all business.
W. M. ATKINSON,
460, B. P. O. E, holds
New Mexico
Banta Fe.
Chairman.
Its regular session on
Board of County Commissioners.
the second and fourth
G. W. PRICHARD
Wednesday of each
Law
at
Counsellor
and
Attorney
month. Visiting brothIn
Coorf"
Dtnrlct
all
thr
Practice
ers
are inviteu and
to
MINES
MINING
cases
and gives special uttefitlvn
welcome.
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Office: Laughlln Blk, Santa Fe N. M. J. D.
Exalted Ruler.
SENA,
Sandoval County.
Secretary.
HARRY D. MOULTON
The setting off of a seventy pound
cartridge at the Southwestern oil fields in Algodones the
Attorney-at-Laday before yesterday was heard for
miles around and the result of the ex-

ls

ID

nitro-glycerin- e

plosion has caused considerable of a
sensation. For the powerful explosion
which occurred some hundreds of feet
down in the earth following contact
with a
tore things up to
such an extent that the casing of the
well has been entirely filled with debris, which is now being taken out as
rapidly as possible. The chunks ol
rock and dirt being baled out show
real oil and indications of oil at every
haul, and there is every indication
that the explosion opened up an oil
strata below.

Santa Fe,

N. M.

Independent Order of Beavers.
SaaU Fe Dam No. 30, I. O. B. holdf
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meeting!
first and third Friday. Visiting Brothers are always welcome.

Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Chas. R. Easley
Chas. F. Easley.
EASLEY A EASLEY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in tbe courts and befor
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estaa-ci-

GEO. W. PRICHARD.
-

President

C. J. NEIS,

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER

a,

Homestead

N. M.

No.

2879.

New
Mexican
ComPrinting
pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justices of the peace. They ore especially ruled, with printed headings, is
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and dur
ably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
index in front and the fees of justice!
of the peace' and constables printed
In full on tbe flrst page. The pages
Combined Civil and CrlitliiJ . . 4.0C
are 10
inches. These books arc
made up in civU and criminal docket
separate of 3. pages each, or with
Doth civil and criminal bound in on,
book, 80 pases civil and 320 pagm
criminal. To introduce them tbey are
offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal
$2.76
For 45 cents actional tor & single
docket, or 65 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In

full must accompany
oruer. Stau
plainly whether
English or Spanish
printed bending is wanted.

LET THE WANT
COLUMN DO IT.
A good live advertisement in the
Want column ot the New Mexican will
rent any property that is rentable.
There is always some one that wants
what you have got, but you must let
them know it

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Attorneys-at-Law-

Brotherhood

.

Practice in all the Courts and
fore the Interior Department.

Be-

H. L. ORTIZ,

A. E. P. Robinson,
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy

and Counsellor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts it
the Territory.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
Attorney

w

PROBERT

Farmer.

Santa

& COMPANY
&

Fe

Camp

W. A.
iiieets second Tuesday each month, s
cial meeting tLIrd

13514,

Investments
Latds, Mines, Bonds

of

American Yeomea
Meets
Secon4
and Fourth Thurs
days, Fireman's
Hall. H. Foreman,

New Mexico.

Taos,

M.

Tuesday at Elks
Hall. Vistlng neigh.

8tocks.

Money Loaned for Investors

We have for sale general stocks of bors welcome.
A. O. WHITTIKR. CnnauL
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
(CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
and other Buslneas
Opportunities
throughout Taos county.
Bank References Furnished
Santa Fe Camp No.
New Mexico
Taos,
6673, R. N. A. meets
fourth Tuesday ot

DR.

J.

each

month; someeting third
Tuesday at Elks'

ds

M. DIAZ,

RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACF
Phone, 21 6 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
OFFICE HOURS.

1

1

Hall

Visitlnf'

neighbors welcome
NETTIE VICKROY.

Onicla.

Phone, 220 Black

FLORENCE RISING.
Recorder.

to 3 P. M.

THE PALACE

AND
It If you are out ot
a position, you must let the employer
know it A wait advertisement in the
New Mexican will reach every business and professional man in the city
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
and county and a great many in the
territory. If you have any special tal- The
only GOOD HOTELS in
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.

Let

HOTELS

Him Know

THE MONTEZUMA
Now

Under the Same Management.

the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.

'

'

Small

Cheap,

Gaspar

D.

Chemical and Microscopic
animations of blood, sputum,
FfRNISHED room, with light, heat and gastric contents. Direc
and bath for gent. This office.
for collecting specimens givi
application.
FOR SALE Cabinet
piano,

1

j

W. M. SHERIDAN, M.

Are You a Seller? An advertiseIn the classified columns of the Larre Sample Rooms.
New Mexican will put your real estate
on he market effectively. It will put
the facts of your property before th
eyes ot all possible buyers.

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor.

ment

Have you furnishes Rooms to Rent?
little campaign Want advertising
in the New Mexican will keep the Income from your furnished rooms from
lapsing. The classified columns are
always looked up closely and it will
pay you well to use them.

Coronado Restaurant

A

Try a New Mexican
brings results.

Short Orders run Day
t

& Night.

Fursifibed rooms in connection.

Want Ad, it 222 Sao Francisco Street

::

Hot

& Cold

::

Regular Meals 25c.
Batbs.

Electric

G. LLPE

Lights

HERRERA,

Prop

.1

BAKERY

GROCERY

MARKET

AND

BAKERY

GOODSTHE

Wil1

CA

Phone

No.

4.

We have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt. gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

NOTE Perfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try

repair-departme-

m

Hindqurts,

Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.

PHONE 56 BLACK.

Goods Soid on Easy Payments.

SANTA FE, N. M.

Home Dressed.

Forequtrs,

lOclb

. . .

nt

.

Roast,
Stew

.

l--

3

2c

POULTRY
Ducks

Hens,

to
m

Call us up, we have

Tl

O

75c

quart

--

20c

OR

Spring Chix

TEXAS

to-morr- ow

92

WW

fine

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.

to-

415 Palace Avenue- -

Phone. Black 204.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
j

!

number

of

75c, $1.00 and $1.50 Per Dozen.

.

j

ROSES AND CARNATIONS,
All of the very best

1ZC

MARKET PHONE

92

APPLES AND PEARS

-:-

Clarendon Garden,

varieties.

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
Phone Black 12.

candidates were admitted
A

Vitagraph.

A

English stofy (suggested by
Albert Chevalier. It's at the Elks'.
For Sale Mrs. Wagner on Wash
ington avenue, will sell out her entire
stock of household goods, including
brass beds, birdseye maple dressers,'
tables, mahogany dining room $fettAf
parlor sets. One set of AmeHcan;
Encyclopedia and Shakespeare. 'Sale'
private.
;'
Hallow E'en Dance. The
young
men of the city are arranging for a
Hallow'een dance to be held at Firemen's hall for Tuesday evening,' Oc- -

..MILLINERY..

Tip-To-

- 65c quart
s

be

will

Miss Ashton will render one
fine violin solos.
Home Cooking Sale The Ladies'
Aid Society of the Methodist Episcopal church will give a
sale on Saturday, October 28, in the
basement of the church, from 10 a. m7
to 5 p. m.
Meeting of Club There will be a
meeting of the Young People's Social
at 7:30
Club tomorrow
evening
o'clock at the home of Miss Helen
Winter. All members are requested to
be present.
Robinson Elected Foreman At a
meeting of Farmer Homestead of
Yeomen last evening, Arthur E. P.
Robinson was elected foreman to sue- ceed the late Charles G. Richie. Ai
to membership.
My Old Dutch.

as jVnC fnf
CpiJfK Better Buy
J
they are going to be higher I WS
A PHONE

There

at the oratorical contest

j

what you want

- OYSTERS

BALTIMORE

2

.15c

VEGETABLES

(A

rn

......

Turkeys

Music

McCONVERY,

home-cookin- g

Try Our Home Made Pork Sausage.

Try this for your Sunday Dinner.
. . 12
Chops,
3 lbs 25c
Steak,

Fine
music
night.
of her

JAMES

y

city.

P O R K
V E A L

70

Goods.

2c

... 15c lb

O.

d

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,

I

F

E

E

Something Fine.

G

d

WELL-KNOW-

at

it.

DAVID LOWITZKI,

Second-Han-

vita-grap- h

ow

SPITZ, THE JEWELER

New and

wortn,

L A M B

" It's the Watch for You."

Second-Han- d

can't

dowe

.15c

THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD

Highest .Cash Price Paid for

"

IU TT ON

The kind offa watch that will give you, your son, your grandson, accurate time under all conditions, because it is

Second-Han-

UP.

THE DAILY ROUND

IS

GMEN

Dealer iu New and

it

B

WE RECOMMEND TO YOU THE

SOP

MinVFT
IIIIUIHb

"

rt

OF EVERYTHING.

BEST

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

M F, ATS

Bty

tober 31. Good music will be furnish- JAMES R. KEENE
SUFFERS A COLLAPSE.
ed. Tickets on sale at Capital Pharmacy, Fischer Drug Co. and Butt
nunur nnh
Brothers.
Returned From
Had Just
Europe
Not Long Nor Tiresome The oraWhere He Had Been Seriously
X
X S
I
W
torical contest will not be long and
III in Summer.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 27
tiresome tonight but will be very inThe weather for New Mexico
QUANTITY AND QUALITY
teresting while it lasts.
is rain or snow in north and
(By Special Leased Wire to Ne Mexican)
New York, Oct. 27. James B.
Weather Thunderstorms, showers
Noah was the first advertiser. He advertised
east portion. Rain in southin Santa Fe, snow in the mountains Keene, who returned on Tuesday from
Saturwest portion tonight.
the flood and
sure came. We advertised to get
and north of here, at Raton and other Europe has suffered a collapse and
the MEAT BUSINESS of Santa Fe and we have it. day probably fair.
points, that is the record the weather is today under the care of a trained
made yesterday. The maximum temp-- j nurse at his hotel apartments.
But now
we have
we
afford to stop.
His physicians say that his condiOne Year's Supply Toilet Paper erature was 59 degrees, the minimum
There is one thing we don't
don't advertise 10,000
41 degrees while the humidity went! tion is not alarming, but that he will
Goebels.
at
sheets
$1
Kansas cicy or up to 94 per cent. Rain and snow; be compelled to lay aside all business
lexas, and expect to
Big Laughs besides a
make our Iivinp- in New Mevico. A nvwnv. vvp n re Fourdrama
are predicted tonight and fair weather cares from at least six months.
at the Elks tonight.
some
on NATIVE MEATS FOR SALE Bed room furniture, at tomorrow.
going to make you
prices
a
.
a
a
PUGILIST
Call B, Palace Hotel.
Tonights' Program at the Elks, "My
lur
xnai win make you want to keep your bargain.
INDICTED FOR FORGERY,
Milk and Cream always on hand Old Dutch," "The Stolen Dog," "The
:
home:
;
:
money
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black, Adventures of a Baby," "The Spenaer
Raised a Bank Note From $2 to $50
188.
Family," "Conny The Canvasser."
and Passes it on Lillian Drake
Oratorical Contest The Oratoriccal
Apples Order your winter apples
as a Joke.
now, $2.50 per bbl (150 bbls.) Casner contest tonight at the high school
auditorium promises to be very interRanch. Phone Black 33126.
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Six Young Orators No one should esting from start to finish.
San Francisco, Calif., Oct 27.
Rolled Rib Roasts,
15c lb
Now Have Two Horses There was
fail to hear the six young orators tolight.
time in Santa Fe when one horse Frankie Neal, a well known
a
at the high school auditorium.
Sirloin
night
(No Bone.)
(
ex- weight pugilist, was indicted by the
to
was
look
the
around
haul
sufficient
Hallowe'en
up
For
dainties,
VA"V Round
the advertisement of Kaune & Com- press packages received by the federal grand jury here today on a
Boiling Beef, - 5 & 7c lb
a bank note
pany. New walnuts and almonds. If Wells Fargo Company, but now, with charge of having passed
from $2 to
been
raised
had
which
more
look
to
peoPot Roasts, 10 & 12
them
do
and
want
statehood
lb SteakS Por'r House
it
up right,
you
approaching
Neal says
Drake.
Lillian
upon
$50,
The
different.
i
ple coming here; this is
up.
Hamburger
Whole Rump, - - 12c lb
All Subjects at the Elks tonigh.t a company has to have two horses to he passed the note as a joke.
pull that heavily laden express wagBig Laugh.
If yeu want anything en earth Try
Large Attendance There'was a on. And what enormous horses! San- v New
Mexican want ad.
ta
is
Fe
growing.
large attendance last night at the
Elks' theater where a picture show
of the
was given for the benefit
Church of Our Lady of Guadalupe.
12 l-Shoulder Chops,
Legs, . . . . .
License A marriage liWedding
Loin Chops, . . . 15c lb cense
'
Stew, . . . 3 lbs for 25c
was issued today by Deputy
Clerk Alarid to Sabino Salas of Santa
Fe, and Maria de Aguero, also of this
C.

that

Guaranteed the Best and Whitest Made.
That Money

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1911.

it

"EMPRESS FLOUR"

M RATSIjijt

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N. M.

URVlJIfADfl'D

"Cash"

no. 4 Andrews

1
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LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.

THAT

YOU

WE

KNOW

WILL BE PLEASED

very pretty line of materials and a very thor
back of us... You positively cannot dupexperience
ough
licate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.

for we have a

125

Palace
Avenue.

MRS. W. UNDHARDT,

TORE

BURSIM and McDONALD looking for votes, NATHAN
SALMON, "The Big Stoe," looking for customers, in which
he has captured as many buyers for his Hart, Schaffner &
Marx Suits as any candidate has been promised votes.
YOU

needn't be at all anxious about your looks when you go away from home in our clothes. You'll be just as w
you are here, if we clothe you. Correct style such as you find here, the kind

in

any city in the world

HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX
are specialists in, always look correct wherever you wear it. If you are particular about your clothes; if you want not only correct style, but the right
r
kind of quality in fabrics, and the right kind of tailoring, then you want these clothes.
;
You'll appreciate the services we are rendering you when you come to look at them. We're entitled to your thanks for getting together the sort of goods we have here. Even if you buy your
FOR YOUR NICE PARTY DRESSES
clothes somewhere else, its worth something to you and to every man in this town to have such a
P1

chance to look over a lot of good clothes such as these.

YOUNG MEN'S STYLES A SPECIALTY
We know what the young fellows like in clothes; we've made a special effort to provide the kind
of style they want; not freakish, extreme things, but styles and models
which gentlemen want, young looking.

Suits, $18.00 and up.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

CALL ON OUR DRESSMAKER.
MRS. VERNE. WHO IS RATED
TO THE VERY tBEST WORK-

MANSHIP.
GUARANTEED

Overcoats, $16.50 and up.

NATHAN

SATISFACTION
AT

MODERATE

PRICES

